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Faculty ask Jenifer to resign; he says "No"
~, oerrlcke M. Dennis
~

iop Staff Writer
Howard University professors have
rt,olved .. no confidence" in President
franll)n G. Jcnitcr and are calling for
hi1 re,ignation. faculty leaders said this
11eel.
Bui Jenifer has denounced their
icuon a, "circumstantial'· and says the
~nl) 11a) he will resign is if students
tJ1e legitimate causes for complaint.
The university chapter of I he
\mmcan A\Sociauon of University
pofc~,or,. alonf \, ith the Faculty
Senate. is ,eel-.ing the termination of
J:nifer\ presidency. They allege that
1fer ,crapped the agreed upon ver-

sion of the Faculty Handbook in favor
of his own version, which "supports the
eventual erosion of faculty rights,"
according to Richard Thornell, AAUP
chapter president.
However Jenifer denies responsibility for the handbook provision. He said
the Board of Trustees rejected his as
well as the faculty's version and opted
instead to publish the following provision in the new handbook taken from
the university charter: "The Board of
Trustees ... maintains its historical right
to remove an} professor. or officer of
the university. when ... 1he interests of
the university require it."
The Handbool-., which was :approved

by the Board of Trustees last January on tenure and the faculty did not supdespite faculty objections to tenure and port it.
other provisions. is the standard by
"This provis ion will force us to
which university professors measure serve at the pleasures of others, making
their academic rights, freedoms and it impossible to speak out against polisecurities.
cies that are wrong," Thornell added.
"The rationale is that without tenure,
And according to faculty senate
there is no academic freedom and lhc reports, 1his fear is real and demonstratadministration could tyranniLe us." said ed beyond the handbook issue.
Thornell, who is also a professor at the
"Historically, people with power
Howard University School of Law.
tend to punish those who speak out
Faculty leaders fear that the adopted against them or their policies. We have
provision overrides tenure, making it seen evidence of this, obviously in defipossible for Jenifer and his admini~tra- ance of AAUP standards as well as the
1ion to fire faculty members at will.
administration's own supposed stanHowever, Jenifer said his version dards," Thornell said.
This evidence, according to senate
was the official, national AAUP policiy

leaders, has been shown universitywide. The senate is c iting a host of
other AAUP violations, including nonprocedural appointments, administrative
grade changing and the "arbitrary"
awarding of a degree despite faculty
opposition. as the cause for their
actions.
"This whole three-year journey began
with university presidential candidate
Jenifer chanting 'faculty, faculty, faculty...; " said Peter Sola. secretary of the
Faculty Senate. "Now lhat Jenifer has
been president for a few years, he is
showing us that the last thing he is concerned with is the faculty," Sola said.

Please see Jenifer, A6

Nelson Mandela visits D.C., calls for an end
of economic sanctions against South Mrica
TIME FOR CHANGE
PRESIDENT JENIFER APPOINTS
'.'JEW ASSOCIATE VP: Eric Gravenberg
hopes to receive input from students on
ways to improve services. A2
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK
Power in defense of
freedom is greater than
power on behalf of
tyranny and oppression.
l

-MalcolmX

By Portia Bruner
Hilltop Staff Writer
After a lifetime of institutionalized racism, years of protest
against the system of apartheid
in South Africa. a prison term
which spanned almost three
decades and finally. a long awaited vote by the South African
Parliament for a multiracial government, African National
Congress leader Nelson Mandela
is now calling on the world to
end economic sanctions against
his country.
The requ.:s1 promp1ed immediate response from the United
States as well as the international community. Within hours of
the address, U.S. President Bill
Clinton urged state governments
and businesses 10 respect the
judgement of the South African
leader and quickly lift economic
sanctions.
In an exclusive interview,
Mandela told The HILLTOP that
he is optimistic about the national and international responses to
his request to end sanctiont.
"The response has been very
positive, especially if one considers the work that we have
done before (last Friday] asking
investors to come and do visibility studies in our country. They
[international lead-,rs] have been
very positive in their response
and I therefore expect that their
response is going to be excellent," Mandela said Saturday.
In the interview, Mandela
added that although he had not
been in contact with the Senate

after his U.N. address. his discussions with the Congressional
Black Caucus and other congressional decision makers left him
confident about U.S. support.
"Mr Clinton has been up

Executive Council. On Jackson's
show. Mandela explained the
council's role in future South
African !)Olitics.
"The Transitional Executive
Council is an institution which

photo by Chuck Emory

Shadow senator Jesse Jackson escorts African National
Congress leader Nelson Mandela during his visit to D.C.
front in facilitating the democra- will prepare for the elections and
tic process in our country and [ensure] that they will be free
the action that he took [Friday] and fair. In that regard we have
is consistent with that stand," the independent elections comMandela later said on "Both mittee which is going to be
directly responsible for preparSides with Jesse Jackson."
The day after the ANC ing for the elections, to take conleader's request, the U.S. Senate t rot of the preparations away
voted to revoke the ban on U.S. from the majority government,"
loans to South Africa and to Mandela told Jackson.
The ANC leader cited that the
allow the U.S. to finance
American! exports to South country has made many imporAfrican, according to Post tant ad\ ances since his release
from prison in 1990 that justified
reports.
When the South African ending the sanctions: the lifting
Parliament voted to include of South Africa's state of emerblacks in the country's national gency. the release of numerous
political system, it also voted to political prisoners and the estabcreate
The
Transitional lishment of an early 1994 elec-

tion date.
But he added that the ending
of all sanctions against South
Africa would not be enough to
cease the tough economic pressures suffered by South Africans
or enough to fund the upcoming
mu lt iracial election.
He also discussed his country's black on black violence.
"There is a distortion of the
position in regard to violence by
the mass media that creates the
impression that all of South
Africa is engulfed in this violence. That is not correct. This
violence 1s confined to certain
areas of the country. The greater
part of the country is free of violence." the 71 year old leader
said.
Mandela added that the country will only be wholly free of
violence when a democratic government is elected into the
reformed political system.
After a series of questions
from Reverend Jackson,
Mandela answered questions
from Howard University students. "Both Sides With Jesse
Jackson" Producer Lee Thornton
sent a crew to Howard to gather
quest ions from dozens of
University faculty and students.
"There was nowhere else in
Washington where we could
have gotton the quality of questions we got from Howard that
day," said Thornton, an
Associate
Professor
of
Journalism in Howard's School
of Communications.

Howard prepares to host UN celebration
By Kimberly Bryant
Hilltop Staff Writer
Howard University will be transformed
into an international. political and cultural
center tomorrow when diplomats. political
figures, scholars and community leaders discuss the state and future of the United
Nations in panels at the fourth annual United
Nations Global Community Celebration.
The occasion will also celebrate, through
dance, song. food, arts and crafts, the
achievements of the 48-year-old internat ional organization.
The event, which is under the theme,
"The United Nations: Today and Tomorrow,"
will be hosted by Howard University, the
United Nations Association/National Capital
Area, the O.C. Committee to Promote
Washington and Mayor Sharon Pratt Kelly.
The celebration wi ll take place :1t the
Armour J. Blackburn Center and the
Undergraduate Library Promenade Plaza.
The opening ceremony at the Blackburn
Center will include remarks from President
Franklyn G. Jenifer, and the keynote address
will be given by James Jonah, under-secretary general for Political Affairs. Musical
selections will be performed by the Howard

Choir. Howard Trustee Thaddeus Garrett Affairs Center, its reputation for producing
distinguished international alumni and its
will chair the opening ceremony.
According to Leo Edwards, co-chairman general impacting on International iss1les
of the Planning Committee "the symposium through cooperative efforts with several
at Howard University has come at a time in countries.
which it would appear that a number of
"The administration thought it important
countries in the UN have taken it upon them- for Howard to hold this event so as to portray
selves to make decisions and options for the Howard's sensitivity to broadening its issues
rest of the world."
to the international arena verses that of on ly
Though the UNA is the coordinating nationa l problems," Nwonko told The
agency, Edwards said. tlie three-year long HILLTOP
planning for the celebrations was done
Four panels'will discuss topics ranging
lhrough the broad-based participation of uni- from human rights to Africa's role in the
versities, community organizations, profes- UN.
sionals and lay persons. He said the event
According to Edwards, "At the commuwas established because area Third World nity session, the public are welcome to
residents felt the predominantly American
express their views on issues that will affect
UNA should reflect the cultural and ethnic
the entire world. our lives and everyone on
diversity of O.C.
planet earth. A number of UNA panelists
The event was previously held a1 the
wi ll voice their views and make recommenUniversity of the District of Columbia,
George Washington University and dations to the UN."
Dancers, singers and musicians from
American University.
Yet, another Howard planner, Or Robert Brazil, Korea, Indonesia, Pacific Islands, the
Nwanko, chairman of the UN program com- Caribbean, Europe, Mexico and ,C entral
mittee, said the celebrations were significant America will perform at the Unde#graduate
for several reasons. He pointed to Howard's Library Promenade Plaza. Food and craft
recent establishment of an International stalls will also be set up in that area.
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Jenifer appoints new associate vice-presiden~
Eric Gravenberg to reform enrollment, admissions and financial aid procedures
~------:::=-=-=-----,

By Melissa E. James

Hilltop Staff Writer
With s10ries about regis1ra1ion hassles and.financial
aid difficullies permeating
every semester, Howard
University students are in
need of some sort of change.
They may find re lief in
Howard Universi1y's new
vice
president,
Eric
Graven berg.
Gravenberg, former director of undergraduate admis•
file photo
sions al the Universi1y of Eric Gravenberg, new
California, Rivers ide, will Associate Vice President

serve as v ice pres ident for
enrollment management here
al the Univers ity. As v ice
presiden1, he will be responsible for not only enro llment,
but for admiss ions, financial
aid, recruitmen t, regis1ra1 ion
and student employment.
"(We plan 10) take a look
a t the services prov ided 10
studenls and to make an
assessment of those services
lhat we have been providing
and 10 make improvemenl to
those services," Gravenberg
sa id. "That includes all
gamu ts from financial aid to

the regis tratio n system to
how we recruit students and
10 how s tudents arc admitred."
During his tenure al UC,
Riverside,
enro l lment
increased by IO percenl.
Gravenburg hopes to have
such luck here at Howard.
"We would like close to
19,000 applications overall.
Thal includes new en1rants,
transfer students and gradua te and p rofessional stu•
dents," Gravenburg said.
"The
compe1111on
for
African-American students

i~ intense. We ne_ed to rcpo•
s111011 ourselves in the market."
Regarding the Office of
Financial Aid, Gravenburg
said 10 speed up service, five
new employees will be hired
10 fill vacancies in the
office. He is also looking a1
ways 10 send out financial
informa t ion to siudcnts
faster.
To improve the registration process, Gravenberg
;Ceci l Franklin, the regis•
1rar,; employees in the compuling center; and 1he deans

of the colleges and scho()
are trying lo increase 1hc u
of telephone regis1raiio
According to the new enro
men1 vice president, regist
tion should be easier for st
dents by the spring of 1994
Gravenberg plans tom
wi1h s1uden1 leaders befo
he acts on these issues 10
student input.
"We want to improve tb
quality of 1he experienc
l hal s t udents have here
Howard. That includes h
we deliver services 10 l
students," Gravenberg said.

Student e scorts say they need better equipinent
The Howard Uni~ity Student

Escort Service and prurol officers are
dedicaled 10 insuring safi: and secure
escorts iJr students traveling around
campus. But they say they cannot do

an adequate job without the sufficient equipment

"We can't be efrective without
radios," Escon Captain Desmond

Williams said

1990
after The Meridan Hill Sare Walle
Service of 1989. This service was
established by 8cat Service Oiief
of Operations, Guy Dorsinville. fl
began after a girl was raped at the
F.xxon Gas Station rear Parl< Square.
The escort service began in

Dorsinville gathered 20 ocher males
and Olllanized a VOIWllllry escort service Iha! he said was re--er used by
the students.
Alpha Shift(5 p.m. • 9 p.m.)
Lieutenalll Darryl Turnage said the
cum:nt escon service has the same
problem.
"Students don't want the program
Wltil somelhing happens, Wllil 500»one gets raped or robbed.''
OrganuMion Co-Oiair Malik Ali
said the service is necessary for
Jemales and ocher students who need
to have escons on campus. 1here are
25 escorts: lour of ID:ln are \\Urot
The escorts are paid apprcr<imruely
$6 per hour serving on various shifts
of 5 pm. -9 pm. or 9-midnight.
According 10 Escon Director

The 23rd Annual
Careers Exploration Day
sponsored by Howa1d's Ca.i: eer
Services Office will be held on Oct.
6 from 10 a.m. until 4 p .m. in the
Armour J. Blackburn Center.
More than 150 employers from
business, industry and
government will be there with
employment ad vice and career
opportunities.
Students are encouraged to attend.

Lift every voice and speak?
By Tanya Barrett

Hilltop Staff Writer
Many Howard University
students are becoming more
effective public speakers and
leaders. thanks to Toastmasters
International.
Charles Quinn, a senior
majoring in accounting, is president of the Howard University
chapter.
"Toastmasters is the largest
organization worldwide dedicated solely 1oward helping
people in oral and communication skills," Quinn said.
"Lift Every Voice,"
Howard's chapter, serves students involved in giving
speeches and interviewing.
Since 1985, the organiza1ion
has been open to student~. faculty and the community.
There are 25 members who
meet every Thursday in the lecture room in the Undergraduaie
Library at 6 p.m.
"We help people in the areas
of prac1icing speaking in front
of an audience, overcoming
nervousness and learning to be
comfor1able in front of an audience," Quinn said.
Students from the College
of Ans and Sciences. the
School of Communications, the

...

Corey Martin, escons are chosen
upon their level of seriousness and
maruril)I
''The esoons are in adverse conditions. We want to make sure that
they are taking their job seriously
and aware of their sJmuooings and
environment," Manin said
During the polelltial candidates'
interviews, they are also asked a
series of hypothetical questions concerning cenain situations to determine how they would handle ID:lnseh'es. Manin added Iha! the escorts
must be familiar with the campus
and the surrounding area. For this
reason, most escorts are sopho•
mores. juniors or seniors. Few freshmen are gh-en the position because
they are new IO the campus and tend
not 10 know much about area. the
director explained.
Williams said the lack of radios is
a detriment to the escort service.

"Whal good are we to the students
withoul proper facilities and equip-

ment," Williams said
Without radios to commw1icale

limited and haw been the same sinoe
the program began. The funds at
present are just enoug)l IO pay for
payroll. not lor radios, Ali added.

H U student escorts await needed equipment
with Howard University Securil)\
the escorts believe they are just as
vulnerable 10 crime as the students
they are hired 10 protectAccotding
IO Ali, funds fran the Urm\:l'Sity are

The members of the HU Escort
Service said the program is sub;mdard to escon srvices a1 olher uni\\:l°Sities.
''The Univeisity of Maryland Im

olfice space, raclkx. and a shul!k! ~;
vice. We don't have any of truir;
Dorsinville said
Williams added that the servict
ooly around bec:111se it sound:.
for Howard to provide this type
service lor the StudelllS. Dolwr,
said the University never explai.1
what the service actually provid:I
The jXlreflts just assume thal the~
vice is similar to other schools, bui
is IOlally cliflerent.
But despite~. the ~11
continues to serve and pr0tC(
Howard student~. Located in ti!
Uooergndiale Libra!): the hours
operation are Monclay:rhwsday ~
11 :45 p.m. and Sunday 5 p.m.!
p.m. Students who call 80646)
will be~• an e&Xlrt for sai: unw.
The escons nm-el as far Nonh ,
Drew Hall, South as the Medid
school illr.u)\ East as Bethune HI
and as far~ as the io..,us.

Center gives Howard international outle
By Chelsea L Stalling
Hilltop Staff Writer

It was a tinle over fh-e months
ago when Howard University
received a $3 million grant from
the Kellogg Folllldation to create a
Center for Tnternational Affairs.
Since then, the center has been
formed, and many ac1ivi1ies are
well underway.
Seven undergraduates and seven
graduate S!Udents make up the pioneer class of assistants and fellows
in the International Affairs
Program. Each s1ude111 is given a
position on campus that rocuses on
foreign studies and coincides with
his or her personal interests.

"The Center al Howard, the first
of its kind al a his1orically black
universil)I will provide in-residence
opponunities for scholarly research
by senior and mid-level pro~
from Howard and other institutions
with a similar mission," said
Ambassador Hor.ice G. Daw:;on,
who is currently serving as Interim
Director of the Centet
Senior political science major
Kimberly Royal, an undergraduate
assistant in the program, was
assigned 10 work with Dawson in
planning the curriculum and activities for the cemer as well as learn
more about foreign affairs.
"I hope to gain a greaier awareness of global policy and to be

College of Fine Arts and the
School of Business primarily,
auend; however, everyone is
welcome.
Laticia Gerena. a junior
majoring in political science,
:111ended her lirst mee1ing 1his
semester in hopes of improving
her speech and communication By Allya Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer
skills.
"II seems like they really
Can you creme your own destiny?
help you," Gerena said. "The
Anlhony
Browder, cultural historian and author
speakers speak well and articuof The Browder Files and Nile Valley
laie."
Rhoni Smith, vice president Contrib111io11s ro Civilizario11s: Exposi11g the
of the School of Education, has Myth, says you can.
Browder discussed the creation of destiny
been a member for three years.
and
other aspects of the African/African"Toastmasters has provided
me the abil ity to recognize American experience in an interview hosted
s1reng1hs and weaknesses in by Howard's WHBC radio (830AM) station
myself, as well as other peo- last Sunday.
As he does in his books, Browder emphaple," she said.
According 10 Quinn, sized the irnponance of blacks reclaiming their
Toastmasters is also recognized African culture and education. He 1old WHBC
listeners to uncover the story of African people
by several employers.
and
realize the importance of pursuing the
"Toas1mas1ers is a good
resource for network ing and truth and sharing it with as many people as
improving your marketability possible.
"We used lo srudy and learn all there is to
because you have 1he confiknow,
and we taught others, and then, we fordence of strong spea king
got, and forgot that we forgot. Now, we are
skills," Quinn said.
"Companies that I have taug)lt by those who once were taught by us
worked for notice Toastmasters about knowledge we already had, " Browder
on my resume and are fami liar said.
A call-in listener asked how black students
with the program, knowing that
a1
Howard
University could change those conI have good speaking skills."
ditions and Browder was very direct

more in tune with foreign rela•
lions," said Royal. who has an
interest in international law
Undergradume assis1an1 Fran
James was assigned 10 1he
Government Affairs Division in
President Franklyn G. Jenifer's
office.
"I am learning how 10 deal
eflect.i\-ely with gO\-emmenl issues
and :ii.so how to manage my time
while completing projects," said
James, who is a junior majoring in
Englis!L
James is =ntly wod<lng on
the United Nations Communi1y
Celebration Day, on which members of the U.N. Council come 10
the Uniwrsity and meet with mem-

bers of the communil)I
In addition IO the assistantshif\
scholars and fellows. the Center Ii
International Affairs will alll
sponsor other activilic. de,igned I
increa.se the awarer..." and mterci
in intern.:uional affairs at How,ud
Event:; for the future lllClude a \'ll'l
ety of internships. governmt
offices, conJi:rences and sympo.i
The Center i& 1c mpo rari1.
housed in Annex #2 of the Heak
Affairs Complex but is schedl!W
to 010\"C into a space in the ~I~
acquired \\oodcr Plaza.
The activities of the center mi
all under the nu~i= of De JO)Q
Ladner, vice president J.
Academic Affairs.

Students must recreate African-American destiny,
author/cultural historian tells WHBC audience
"The infonnation is there," he said, "if you
turn off the television, turn off the radio, 1urn
on your mind and develop a willingness to
learn."
Judging from all appearances, Browder
tries 10 incorporate that same willingness to
learn and teach into his own life. He was once
in Howard's College of Fme Ans, majoring in
design. But he said a calling to educate his
people altered his path.
"It is throug)l my love for African history
and culture that I began to realize that there
was a wealth of informntion about myself as a
person and my people and a unity that was
never a part of our formulated process,"
Browder said The aulhor said the need for this
infom1ation is critical for blacks' survival.
He encourages people to become knowledgeable about karma or Ma'at, integration
~ the forces of the Stars. The scholar empha•
S!ZeS the need for responsibility to family, community, nation and race.
According to Browder, Ma'at is the African
~ciple of truth, justice and righteousness, or.
m other words, order, balance and reciprocity.
He said the audience should know that there is
a force that will reward or punish people for al l
of their actions. He added that as black people,
we have a challenging task.

"It loolc over 500 )eaTS 10 cn:a1e the nuJ,
ness we sec on the streets: drug nddicLiom
murders, beatings, the abandonment of OU'
children. Realistically. it wiU take at lea.<,t )1.
to 300 years before ~-e can all get back nr.i
find a new direction for ourselves. All we 1\11\!
is time," Browder said.
But this time should be spent on <Je--elopir.i
ourselves and spending less time worryi~
about what Olher groups of people are doing rt
saying about us, he said.
Browder said that black people have beer
tricked during the integration process of th<
last three decades. Despite what in1egrationi.1t
say, according to Browder, tl1ere is no sud
thing as a melting pot There is nothing ~
with differences; in fact, 1hey should be
acknowledged and revered, he explained.
"We have a right and an obligation to ta1t
pride in our heritage," Browder said. "You <I:
not lose your mind in the process of becomin!
a part of the whole."
The audience had many questions and aJlc
the interview, Browder was circled by Howlll(
Stuclent.s who wanted to know more.
He encouraged Howard students to tal.t
their time here \"Cry seriously. 'This is the tint
that you need to prepare yourselves for ll1t
future," the cultural historian said.
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Do you think professors should ~
change students' failing grades E
~
in order for them to graduate?
C'I)

~

"No! It is the stu- ~
dent's responsibility
to uphold their standards and their obligation 10 make sure ~
their parent's money I;:'
, is well invested."

"No, I do not th ink 11
profo,,or should change
someone's grnde because
grades are earned and ir
,_..,.•..lL7 a student works hard
enough for a grade they
want, the) will get it.
You get what you "ork
for and deserve."

Iii

Sydney Hall
Mechanical
Enl!ineer ini:
.Junior

Keisha \\alle)

Freshman

'"Yes, I belien: prnfessors should change
grnde,. We have paid all
4'>0'""'_.. 1h1, money to go to
' school and we want to
get out."

"No. you have to
~ - - - - - earn your grades like
everyone else. Just
because you are
graduating does not
mean anything. A
graduating senior
should have more
re,ponsibility."
:--licole Francis
Communications

I
~

E

•

I
~

~

"No,
professors
should not change ~
the grades of students. If students are
not giving "hat it
takes. then they ~
should not have the ~
opporiun11y to get a
distinguished degree
from the Mecca."

!
~

.Judson lhllandier
Telecommunications

t~ <.!ompib.d. G92(dJh,1
SPEAK

E

Seth Freeman
Business Marketing
Junior
~

~

!Bw«•11

1l SPEAK

r.

SPEAK tf)(/

SPEAK (/}}[

By Denicke M. Dennis
Hilq> Stiff Wri1er

When Howard University
Student Association candidates leni
Wade and Reginald X promised to
establish a scholarship data bank
and black ~ directory in tooir
administration , d""ey meant it
Just rerentl~ bolh the data txink
as ~I as tlx: directory "ffil completed ard used on a trial basis by
!ie\eral HUSA \>Olunteer;.
"We are very excited to have
ooen able to get the data bank. ready
so early,'· HUSA President Turri
Wade said. "Now if we could jUSI
get more SludenlS in 10 try the sys•
tem, it will beasucx:ess,".
Purchasoo by HUSA ror $1,400,
College AID Sources for Higher
Education or CASHE is a product
of National College Services
Limited tha! m.'l!cro; :.tuclent inlormation ,,ith applicable scholarship

tern," said Richard Mose!C)I a coordinator for the data bank and a
fourth year engineering 5tudent.
''I've used the system myself and
was marched wilh 23 listings the
ne.xtda)!''

Sophomore Biology major
Monica Reid was very satisfied
with the system.
"I thought the application was
really simple and I got over 30
scholarship sources on my print001." Reid said "Now I'm just waiting ror the inlormation I sent away
b:''
According to Wade, HUSA had
anemjXed to ,\Olk through uni~rsity channels to help establish the data
bank but was w1SUCCCSSful.
"We had heard that another
de(xlrtment h."d been ll)'ing to coordinate a data lxlnk. but our efforts to
COllt:¥;1 the coordinator and help out
re-er~·•\\M:s.1icl.
Also completed was HUSP:s
sources.
"IL's definitely auser friendly sys- Black Business Directory of

Afiican-American-o.vnoo busil=es, institutions and ,\llldors, bo(h in
the District and across the COUlltl)!
"\\e consulted the Black Pages,
the Lower Georgia Avenue
Business Association and the
African Busu~ Directory so 111.'II
our di.rectory would include a variety of busuiesses that students could
actually use," Wade said
Included in the direclOI)' are the

names, addresses and telephone
numbers of area street vendors,
block gift show men:hanis, historically black colleges and a host of
profes.sional businesses owned and
operared by African -Americarn.
"It was our gool that this directory be aimed specifically at Students
and their needs and interests, not
those of the general community,"
Wadesaid.
1l1e data ronk and directOI)' are
localed in room I02 in the AnnowJ. Blockbum Center..

i HUSA MonthlySchedule for October

Senior

"Ye,. it depend~. If the
student is riding on the
boarder. they shou Id let
them go. If a person
faib. you have LO pay
another $300 10 take
the cla.,s over:·

HUSA makes• good on •two
more campaign promises

SPEAK ©>lJ. 0 S

Ir.. t:~:r:r..a.. t:ie>:r..a..1 ~ C > X - . . t:h.
4
-Awake Lecture Series featuring:
Benny Alexander, Pan African Conference,
Azania
Muctar Conte, PDG of Guinea
-Awake Lecture Series featuring:
5
Dennis Kimbrough, author, Think and Grow Rich
-Cultural Expose
8
-Rally on the Yard/International theme
8-10 -International Student Summit Weekend
22
-Rally on the Yard/International theme
23
-Football Game Trip: North Carolina A&T
24-30-Homecoming Events
27
-Awake Lecture Series
-Dorm Visits

Taylor takes deanship from undergraduate to graduate level

By George Holmes

Graduate liaison
The Graduate School of
Arts and Sciences has a new
leader at the helm of the
;chool. Dr. Orlando Taylor.
Toylor, former dean of the
School of Communications.
resigned from hi, duties there
111d a."umed responsibilities on
Joly I, 1993, as the interim
dean of the graduate school.
"I was asked by (President
Franklyn G. Jenifer) to serve in

an interim capacity 10 move the
graduate schools to the future,"
Taylor said. "I am not doing
the job for personal advantage;
it is an honor to serve:·
During Toylor's deanship at
the School of Communications.
which began 111 1985. the
school established The Howard
Journal of Communication,
obtained accreditation for all of
its academic programs and
inaugurated an honors program.

In addition, Taylor has
assumed several leadership
roles at Howard University. He
chaired the Department of
Communication Arts and
Sciences from I975-80, where
he led the establishment of the
nation's first graduate program
in mass communications at an
historically black college or
university. Today, the mass
communications program houses one of the largest doctoral
programs in this discipline at

HU CRIME REPORT
Sept. 20. A Howard Plaza Towers'
resident reported that two people entered
her room and destroyed property. She
reported $65 in damaged property.
Howard University security investigaIion continues.
Sep t. 2 1. A Sutton Plaza resident
reported 1hat an unidentified male was
making harassing phone calls. An tnves1igation from Howard Security foun,d
1hat calls were also made to other
females.

apprehended by a Howard University
police officer. The suspect was barred
from the campus.

Sept. 25. A suspect was turned over
to the metropolitan poJice when he was
found carrying a television in the area of
the Architecture and Planning Building.
Sept. 26. A student reported that she
was sexually ai,saulted in East Potomac
Park by a male acquaintance on Sept.
24, 19?3. The case was turned over to
the mf;tropolitan police.

Sept. 22. A Locke Hall office worker
Sept. 26. Two residents of Sulton
reported that a radio was taken and his
office was ransacked. There have been Plaza were arrested by metropolitan
police as a result of an investigation of
no ai;tests.
disorderly conduct and simple assault.
Sept. 24. A m~ seen coming frork
CoMpilEd by AliyA DAvis
the Howard University Hotel with two
REponr qivEN by HU Secunity
plastic b:,gs of frozen meat at 3 a.m. was

any university in the nation.
according to Taylor.
Taylor said he wants 10
rekindle the spirit and direct
more a11ention from the
University to graduate students.
He also wants to enlist the help
of a task force that will formulate a plan to juide the graduate school into the 21st century.
"We cannot retain what we
have or build for the future
without significant increase of
our students' financial aid with

the number of awards we have
and the amount," Taylor said.
Toylor, a native ofTunnessee,
received his bachelor's degree
from Hampton University. his
master's
from
Indiana
University and his Ph.D from
the University of Michigan. In
addition, Thylor has held academic appointments at several
major universities, including
Indiana University, Stanford
University and the University of
Pittsburgh. He has lectured

throughout the nation in a variety of public, professional and
academic settings.
"As a research-oriented university. which incidentally is
the only African-American
university with its distinction in
the country, we must have a
strong graduate school," the
dean said. "I am totally committed to working with the faculty and other administrators to
building a graduate school of
the first rank."

- Dr. Wills offers eve1•ything a student
needs fo r total health, including:
• SAME DAY APPOINTMENTS
• GYN CARE
•SKINCARE
• HEADACHE & NECK PAIN RX
• TREATMENT FOR SLEEP PROBLEMS

• EFFECTIVE WEIGHT REDUCTION
• STD EVALUATIONS & TREATMENT
• TREATMENT FOR EXAM ANXIETY
• STOMACH PROBLEMS
.. ATHLETIC INJURIES

• COURTEOUS CONFIDENTIAL CARE

Reginald D. Wills, M.D.

EVENING AND SATURDAY
. APPTS. ALSO AVAILABLE

Your pnrtner for a college
cttrur of good health

Washington, D.C.
1263 Evarts Street, N.E.
(I block above 13th & Rhode bland Avo)
4 block,, to Rhode l1lond Metro atop

Dis,•oimc co 11II 11.IJ. St11dt>11ts

Board. Certified: Family Physic.inn
Gr&duate: Thomoa .Jeffereon Univcuaty Medics.I
School: F1tmily Therapy, Georgetown University
Bo,nd Member: Nu.tional i1.edic£a) Aa-,ociution, D.C.
Vice Chairman: Credentials Committee of the
Med,col Society
loetructor: Howard Univer.sity School of Medicine

CAl, I, 6:15-1600 FOil AN APPOIN'.flllEN'r 'l'ODA\'

.,
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Blacks deserve a real education

Congresswoman Maxine Waters s_poke at example, that Columbus discovered America,
Howard University's I 2.6th convocation last black people were slaves, Lincoln freed the
Thursday. The theme was higher education for s laves, Jim Crow got started, and then Martin
black youth. Elementary and high school stu- Luther King came along, distorLing or leaving
dents from the Washington area as well as out crucial historical lruths.
Children who grew up in the seventies and
Howard students attended the packed convocaeighties
were also taught about the accomplishtion ceremony. Congresswoman Waters spoke
for approximately 15 minutes, and_ ~he s~kc on ments of Europeans who settled in America and
subjects that most people are familiar with, but their descendants who invented and discovered
neat and helpful things like electricity (Ben
topics that people need to be mindful of.
On poverty and unemployment, she rattled Franklin), the light bulb (Thomas Edison), and
off startling statislics including the fact that 44 the telephone (Alexander Graham Bell), which
percent of African-American children under 18 even to this day is still trying to make a monkey
now live below the poverty line. "We must put out of black people. (Read: 1he PJ"&T telephone
full employment on the nation's agenda," Waters advertisement that depicts Africans as being
apes.) But what about the accomplishments of
said.
She also talked about babies who are having Americans of African descent who helped build
babies. "Over one million teens have babies," this nation? The ones who invented the traffic
said \Vaters. "Eighty percent of teens with light, the gas mask and ice cream. What about
babies dropout, and 56 percent of them graduate. going deeper into history, beyond American civilization, and into the beginning of civilization?
It's a dream deferred."
Right now in Washington, D.C., schools are
The simple truth, Waters slressed, is that all
children can learn, and these days all children trying 10 incorporate Afrocentric studies into
must learn. To the young children in the audi- their programs. An Afrocentric edu~ation conence, Waters emphasized that when learning to sislS of simply learning about the accomplishread, a whole new world could be opened up to ments of black people and their ancestors. It's
unveiling the truth. Ch ildren have been taught
them.
Waters then addressed the fact that "we need that Ben Franklin discovered electricity and
Edison invented the light bulb, but were they
10 be creative and determined about the education for our children. We mustn't wait, and we taught that Augustus Jackson made ice cream in
cannot be confined 10 education in the tradition- 1832 in Philadelphia, and Garrett Morgan
al way." In other words, children need to be invented the gas mask, so that fire fighters and
taught differently from the ways their parents so ldiers can breathe? Both of these men were
were taught and the ways current college stu- black, by the way. It's something mainstream
educators didn't want us know, or thought was
dents were taught.
The traditional teachings chron icled, for trivial.

Rallying for a cause
1\vo rallies took place during last Thursday's
Convocation. One was a rally by Fine Arts students fighting for belier conditions in their music
rooms in the Fine Arts building. The other was a
group of students protesting the selling of
Howard University's television station WHMM,
Channel 32.
Students complained about pianos that need
10 be replaced o r at least maintained. They
expressed a need for belier security because
rooms and offices have been broken in 10. There
have been 'llice detected in the music rooms.
Like most buildings around campus, the Fine
Arts building is no exception in having its share
of problems.
The controversy surrounding the WHMM
television station Jed to a rally also. The Howard
University Board of Trustees is considering selling the nation's only black-owned TV station to
American University. Congresswoman Maxine

Waters, who was the Convocation speaker,
acknowledged one s tudent who was protesting
against the selling of WHMM. Waters said she
saw a student picketing outside of Cramton
Auditorium where the Convocation took place
and told her to "keep on picketing."
Among the people on stage who surrounded
the Convocation speaker were members of the
Board of Trustees, and WHMM TV was there 10
tape the Convocation so the station could broadcast it at a later date. The appropriate ears were
present 10 hear the cries of th ose rallying for
their causes.
If students feel that Convocation and Charter
Days are the best times to exercise their First
Amendment rights, then so be it. It could be
very effec tive, because as in the case with
Congresswoman Waters, a speaker might be able
to identify with students and their rallies.

PLO-Israeli agreement leaves more
questions than answers :
letter from the Palestine Aid Societj
The Palestine Aid Society of
America reaffirms its commitment to a just, comprehensive
and lastini• resolution to the
Ar,tb and Palestine hraeli conllict. a resolution based on total
Israeli withdrawal from all occupied Arab and Palestinian lands
and East Jerusalem and on 1he
gr.ulting of inalienable rights of
the Palestinian people. This
would encompass the right of
n:turn. self-determination and
national independence.
Supporting the struggle of
the Palestinian people to achieve
these inalienable rights ha.< been
at the core of Palestine Aid
Society's political work since it
was founded in 1978. Our
fundmi,ing activitie~ are aimed

at helping to support the s1eadf:ll>tness of the Palestinian people in the occupied territories
and in Lebanon.
The Latest PLO-hraeli
agreement raises a number of
legitimate concerns among our
members.
We cannot endorse the nondemocratic method b) which
this agreement was concluded.
The agreement do.:s not seem to
have the minnnum level of
needed consensus among the
Palc,1inian people.
The agreement .,nd the
"mutual lellers of recognition ..
do not acknowledge that the
Palestinians have the same
rights as the hraelis to selfdeterminntion, statehood and

secure borders.
It fa.its to recognize any
national rights of the Paks '
people, reducing their stru
for freedom and nationul t
pendencc to unjustified •ct
"terrorism" and "violencr
doesn't recognize the
Bani.., Gaza Strip and E
Jerusalem as occupied te
rics.
All major hsucs sue
Jcrusakm, the sclllemcnt
rights of return of Pale,11
refugccs and borders are le
be dcalt \\ ith :11 a latcr stage
As a Paksunian ,\mer
organil'.ntion. Pales1111c
Society bclic-vcs that this
an) future ngrccml.'nt mu<I
ratilied by the Pnle~linian
pie.

We WaLCOMC YOUR LrTTIIAS AND COMMINT'S

National health care plan is
a necessity - not a luxury
The buzz words in Washington lately have
been "health care." President Clinton has been
travelling across the country, trying to sell his
health care plan, which will result in health
insurance for everyone. Though the plan still has
some wrinkles that need ironing out, it is a step
in the right direction and it is a foundation upon
which a healthier United States can be built.
Last week, when Clinton talked to a Tampa
audience and answered questions from "average" Americans o n a special edition of
"Nightline," a major concern of the people was
"who will foot the bill for this health care plan?"
Clinton did not skirt the issue. He said single,
healthy Americans will pay the biggest brunt of
the bill. He also said they wou ld pay less than
$ 100 more per year. Funds for the health care
plan will also be collected from an extra tax on
cigarettes. This money shou ld not draw complaints from Americans because in the long run,
it will save lives and money.
Health insurance for all will result in the
practice of more preventive medicine. If more
people are able to receive medical care before
severe illness occurs, more people will spend the
majority of their lives healthy. If you follow this
line of reasoning, you will sei:,,that more people
wil l avoid being put on disability; hence,
Americans save some of the money that they
shell out each year for disability programs.
Many in the medical profession complain that

"-

they will not receive as much money for working
on people with the national insurance plan as
they would for people who possess the more
exclusive insurance plans that arc in vogue today.
Doctors and nurses have to realize that when
they took the Hypocratic Oath, they promised to
improve the health of any person they can. All
people owe something to society. Those in the
medica l profession possess the knowledge to
make America a healthier place. Our lives are
literally in their hands, so they must rise to the
occasion in any capacity they can.
Yes, the bottom line is money. But those in
the medical profession can look at the health
plan this way: the money earned for working on
those with the national health plan is more than
they would have earned if those patients had
never sought medical help at all, as is the case
today.
And for all those smokers who complain
about the tax on cigarettes: remember that smoking is hazardous to your health. Under the
national health plan, all smokers would be guaranteed treatment for any health problems that
could (and probably will) result from smoking.
A few exlra dollars is not a lot to ask for if all
Americans are guaranteed the benefits of health
care. Citizens of a nation that possesses arguably
the most well-paid medical profession in the
world should not be forced to die because they
cannot afford a trip to the local doctor.
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The word 'nigger' is just an expression
Tttucuma Kamara
1respec11he opinion of Kisha
Riggins abou1 the 1erm nigger,
bul I 1hink 1ha1 she needs 10
check herself before she wrecks
bmelf.
Nigger is only offensive if you
wan1 i110 be. I sec it used as a
1erm of endearment. Ac1ually it
is lhe only 1ime 1hat I de1ect any
1ype of emotion from many of
our brothers. The term nigger is
pan of a greeung like "What's
up, nigger'?" Nigger also deno1es
close affiliniions like, "Karim is
m} nigger." And to us. 1he sisters,
ii e~emplifies good looks for
example "1ha1\ one fine nigger,
om there."
If you 1ake offense 10 the word
nigger 1han )OU are accep1ing
(he European dcfini1ion as 1rue
Coming from the mou1h of an
uwidual ou1side of 1he family
tlhe African-American family)
nigger means a s1upid and ignoralll person 1don'11hir1k tha1 any

of our brothers and sisters on
this campus are using nigger in
1hc same context as a non-family member would.
Fur1hermorc, the meaning of
a word may change with time.
Nigger has changed 10 1101 only
10 mean s1upid and ignorant, bu1
1herc is a con1ext where nigger
means love, expresses bro1herhood and demonstrates 1rus1.
So if the word nigger offends
you, ask your friends not 10 use
it around you. However. in doing
so, I think 1ha1 you will have
fin(11ly given in 10 the s1a1us quo.
You have allowed them 10 dictate
your life, down 10 the way that
you define your race, as a bunch
of s1upid. ignoran1, chinerling.
fried chicken. wa1ermelon ea1ing, uneducated, a1hle1ic, sex
cra1ed. uncou1h, unmas1ered
monkeys hanging from 1rees. and
that's called selling out.

Tl111c11ma Kamara is a pre-pharmacy major.

Aconspiracy reminiscent of Tuskeegee Experiment?
Bryan Jay Parker

it as a viable 1remmem because of
a genocidal conspiracy.
b II not ironic that 1hc supIf his1ory is apl to repeat itself,
~ birthplace ol huma1111ythe destruct ion of 1he African
\kwpo1ami:t--and 1he cure 10 mce 1s a~ enden1 in 1he Acquired
131t mankind, both find 1heir lmmunc Deficiency Syndrome
root, m Africa? Receml), there scenario as i1 was in the Tushas been hear.;ay abou1 a possible keegee Experiment in 1932.
(1llt for 1he Acquired Immune
This projcc1 that set a preceDefk1ency Syndrome virus. dent for genocidal conspiracy,
Ken)an doc1or Davy Koech. involved 1he intentional withittClor of research for 1he holding of treatment from a
' ::in Medical Research Ins1igroup of over 400 black men
11t1 K.E.M.R.I ). is credited with
infec1ed with syphilis. This was
l!r di-.cover). And despite the jus1ified at the time on 1he
ilco,er). the Uni1ed States of grounds 1hat "because of 1he
IJ:lmca has 1101 received it lack of knowledge of the pathoGllionally or even acknowledged genesis of syphilis. a long 1erm

s1udy of untreated syphilis was and for which a simple cure was
considered desirable in estab- certai nly ava ilable IO 10 I 5
lishing a more knowledgeable years afler its inccplion.
syphilis con1rol."
The ·'Tuskeegee ExperiThe creed of car ing physi- ment" was scien1ifically unjuscians and health adminis1rators 1ified. Since 1here was no proof the Uni ted States is hypo- tocol, there was no validity or
cr it ical since 1he s tudy was reliabilily. Even though it is
adminis1ered by the United clear 1ha1 e1hical s1andards dieS1a1es Public Health Service. tale 1he fundamemal rule thal no
This serv ice urged the treatment person should be subjected to
of all pa1ien1s who had syphilis 1he risk of dea1h or physical
regardless of the s1age of the harm unless he or she freely
disease, ye1 it involved a l:irge and knowledgeably consents,
number of pa1ien1s infected wi1h nowhere in 1he record does it
a po1en1ially fatal disease for show that 1hese 412 individuals
which effec1ive 1reatment was were told in any meaningful way
available at the start of the study exactly wha1 they had and the

What's going on:
An open letter to
financial aid
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possible dangers of no1 being 1hy" as is 1he black communi1reated. The final report in I97 I, ty 1oday wi1h regard 10 AIDS
as yet unpublished. gives find- awareness. 11 ·s abou1 time that
ings of 76 survivors oflhc orig- people of color become more
inal un1rea1ed syphilis group.
educated and informed 10 raise
Ev idence of a conspiracy 1hc levels of consciousness and
today in 1993 is found in the fac1 empowermen1 in 01hers. We
that 1he spread of syph ilis is must become advocates for peoincreasing in the United Slates ple li ving with AIDS. I hope
because so much public health that 1here are other brothers and
money and resources are being sis1ers who share in 1his objective 10 belier humanity, specifiused 10 'fight' AIDS.
Dr. Charles Johnson who later cally people of color.
became president of Fisk Universi1y, s1a1es in his sociological Bryan Jay Parker is majoring in
study that blacks were chosen biology and coordinator for
because 1hey were a group that Health and H11111a11 Sen·icesfor
was "muffled with a vast apa- HUSA.

Keisha Brown

V\NANCIAL
AID

fOll. ~ W"°~ /llfc,tZO l'f !

I would like to know who is
running 1he financial aid department, or bener yet, what is going
on there? From my point of view,
not 100 much is going on, including business. Don't get me
wrong, I might not know Lhe
entire situation, bul what I do
know is !hat a number of s1udems' financial aid is in complete disarray.
When studen1s come 10 college expec1ing 10 receive financial aid, 1here should be no1hing
10 Mand ir- the way of that,
including incompetence. We are
coming 10 this great institution to
receive an educa1ion, not 10 wonder about the hassles of our
financial aid silua1ion. You have
no idea of 1he stress that your
department causes. We don't get
lhe chance to worry about classes because we are worrying if we
arc going 10 get validated or if
our classes will be dropped.
II only makes sense 10 me 1ha1
once we mail our financial aid
papers by the proper deadline,
the process should begin. Letters
should not be sen110 our homes
during the summer to tell us that
we have not sen1 our Student
Aid Report or thal our entire
financial aid form has been lost.

This is ridiculous! And since
many times the s1uden1s are nol
at fault. it seems lhat pho1ocopics
of the misplaced papers should
suffice. Instead we have 10 send
for new papers which take two 10
lhree weeks to receive, fill them
out and send them back. And for
those of us who get past lhe stage
of having all of our papers in
without being misplaced, 1he
proper information takes forever
to reach the lending ins1i1ution.
Not on ly is this not fair, but it
reduces our chances of receiving
adequate money 10 finance our
college educa1ion.
ln addition, when ii comes
time for our pending aid to come
in from the lending ins1i1u1ions
and it is not there, I know
Howard Universi ly does not
expect students 10 pay for something they can not afford. If we
had the money in the firs1 place,
we would not have 10 seek 1he
assistance of financial aid.
I only hope that 1he financial
aid depar1mcnt gels 1heir act
1oge1her. If not, I see the universily losing studenls because we
wi ll not be able lo afford the universi1 y or handle Lhe hassle.
~

Keisha Brown is a j1111ior in th(
School ofConm11111ica1ions.
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Poetry series features revelatioD:s of .
African-American love and relat1onsh1ps

•
Photo by Ayoka Campbell

Howard graduate Toni Blackman recites her many poems.
By Ayoka Campbell
Hilltop Staff Writer

Behold the Bea11ry of a Black
Man
A beauty my 1as1eb11ds would
like to experience;
Almond lips, caramel fea111res,
sweet chocolate bodies.
such scrumptious flavors.
Behold the Beauty of a Black
nwn,

is in the eyes of the beholder
And baby my eyes are hal'ing a
feast.

Toni Black man
Beneath the draperies of intimate apparel, African-American men and women revealed
their deep, dark sensual feelings in an effort to relate to
black love.
ln Klaudette's Kollections, a
cozy little lingerie shop located
at 1526 U St., N.W., published
and unpublished poets, poetesses and writers gathered to
share their creative literature
dealing with black love and

other issues.
The poetry reading was just
one in a literary love series
titled, "Sistawoman ... Brothaman ... Living and Loving 2Gether as One." Coordinator
Madelyn C. Leeke said she
started the literary love series in
an effort to focus on more positive images in the black community.
"We have so many negative
images coming out at us and
people are always whining and
complaining, 'Why not do
something positive?' So this
gets people thinking about positive things and if you're thinking positive things, you're going
to attract positive things," Leeke
said.
Leeke feels the subject of
black love is verr positive. Even
though some of the writers said
they had trouble writing about
love because of their many love
problems, they did share some
of the intimate moments they
once had. Some of the women
poets wrote about dreams of a
black prince.
"I believe we will all find our
black prince and if we burn
enough incense and candles,

maybe our black prince will
come," said Karsonya E. Wise,
a writer, film maker and poet
who recited beautiful poems
about re lationships that have
come and gone.
Toni Blackman, a Howard
graduate, was also there 10 share
some ofher'tutest poetry. Blackman, the director of the HipHop arts movement, said most
of her work has been about love.
She is in the process of publishing her anthology of poems.
"I think black love can be
something different. It's different because it's something about
the soulfulness we as a people
possess no matter where you go
in the world. There's a certain
level of spirituality. There's a
soulfulness that we feet when
we're all together and I think it
comes through in our relationships as well.
The men expressed themselves also during the reading.
Brother Yao Baoke Ahoto read
many of his writings dealing
with black families.
"I've been married for a year
now, and that is where my mind
is. I think of my father and how
black men love their familie~."

District libraries offer Howard
students alternatives to Founders
By Staci Hill
Hilltop Staff Writer

Many students complain that
misplaced books and books with
missing pages have made
Founders Library a poor source
for information. However, there
are other libraries in the D.C. area
where studentS can find the books
and periodicals they need.
The largest source of information in the D.C. area is the Library
of Congress. The three-building
library offers a large selection of
books on various topics. Library
personnel encourage students to
do research if they have a lot of
time. Library material can't be
checked out, but it can be photocopied. The Library of Congress
is on First Street and Independence Avenue S.E. The closest
Metrorail stop to the library is
Capitol South.
For library reading room operating hours, call (202) 707-5000.
Martin Luther King Memorial Library, also known as MLK, is
a resource alternat ive for studentS.
The library is located downtown

lion of resources. TI1e books are
categorited by different fields of
study, which include art, music,
history, sociology and business.
The library also has a department
called the Washingtoniana, which
is a room full of dated material
about Washington D.C. and itS
history.
The borrowing system at MLK
is simple and free. To obtain a
library card, students must show
proof that they live, work, go 10

school or own propeny in the metropolitan area.
For MLK Library operating
hours, call (202) 727- I 111.
The library system at Catholic
University is another source of
information. It consists of six
libraries on the main campus and
one on the law campus. The main
library. John K. Mullen Memorial Library, is located on the main
campu~ at 620 Michigan Ave.,
N.E.
"People from all overcome and
use the library . . . a lot of
Howard's theological students
come to Mullen," said Alfred
Svenson, coordinator of administration and planning for Mullen
Library.
Photo identification is required
for entrance into the library, and
borrowing privileges are extended
only to faculty and students whose
school is part of the Washington
Research Library Consortium.
Unfortunately, Howard is not part
of the consortium.
Ph oto by Staci HIii
For Mullen Library operating
The Martin Luther King Library located at 901 G St., N.W.
hours, cal l (202) 319-5000.

at 901 G St.. between 9th and G
streets N. W. Students retying on
public transportation can take the
70 bus that runs on Georgia
Avenue, or the Metrorail to
Gallery Place-Chinatown and
walk one block north.
"I go to MLK because it is
more comfortable (than Founders)
and the people there are helpful,"
says Raquel Garvin, a broadca~t
journalism major.
The library has a large collec-

he said.
Ahoto's poems dealt with a
mother's wit and other familyoriented poems.
Ed Jones, who has published
a book of poetry, wrote sensual
poems about the beginning and
ending of relationships. His
poem, titled, "If God were a
Woman.'' covered many of the
issues concerning black women
today.
Claudette Perry, the owner of
the shop, said she felt her shop

Photo by Ayoka Csmpbel

Ed Jones reads his poem, "If God Were a Women."

UPCOMING EVENTS IN THE D.C. AREA
Arts on Foot
Saturday. Oct. 2, 1993
A Neighborhood ArL~ Open House
Sponsored by 1he Pennsylvania Aveuue
Development Corporation
Featuring lhe Kankouron West African Dance C m1 ~ny
1he African-American Holiday Foundation. Taps & Co.,
jazz musicians and many African-American artisL,.
An all day affair
For more information call (202) 724-9085.
Sistawoman ... Brothamon ...Li\'ing and Loving 2-Gcthcr

Sunday, Oct. IO. 1993
Sponsored by Sun,um Communications
Fea1uring poetesses, poets, wrilers and ~rformancc
artist,.

Location: Klaudeue·s Koll1.-ctions, 1526 U Street, N.\V:
$2 donation: 3 10 5 p.m.
For more information call (202) 332-5767.

Taste orD.C.
Columbus Day \ Veekend, Oct 9-11.1993
An Jnternational Food & Music Festival
Sponsored by 1he D.C. Commince to Promolc \Va,hington
Locaiions: 9th 10 4th streets, N.\V.. and Pennsylvania
Avenue

For more inform:uion l'all (202) 724-4093.

Jenifer is blamed for creating a "bad faith" environment in the faculty senate
Jenifer, from A 1

T-shirt business expands as it gives off vibes of expression
By Miguel Burke
Hilltop Staff Writer

For the past few semesters, the
expressions of Tribe Vibe, a blackowned T-shirt business, have invaded the campus by transmitting vibes
of seU:expression, poSitivity, pride

and afrocentricity.

The designs of the self-proclaimed "wban renaissance artistS"
are printed on a line oft-shirts started by fonner Howard student Kenya
Abdul Hadi approximately four to
five }'Cars ago. The company got its
start by selling handpainted t-shirtS as
a way of self.expression and now has
expanded into yet another black business, owned and operated by recent
graduates of Howard University.
Several diJrerent artists work to create die silk screen visual expressions
that are seen on the shirtS that make
dicir way across campus. However,
Hadi i~thecompany'ssoledesigner,
as well as the overseer of the final
product.

Some of the additional artistS
include several Howanl StudentS and
graduates. such as Rahassan, Buni
and lnoge, alt of whom like to be

referred to by their first names. Many
famous artists have also contributed
to "the vibe," including Gloria Milner and Jay Logan.
The company has been quite successful in encountering itS business
endeavors. What began as a strictly
campus business has now become a
full-fledged store operation located at
1800 Belmont Road N.W. Last
weekend marked their one-year
anni\'Cl'S3f)' celebration and sale, and
they celebrated it with music and
food for the public.
Funu-e plans for Tobe Vibe include
opening stores in cities other dian
Washington D.C. because people
from other cities have been requesting their productS.
llibe Vibe's products are in constant demand by Howard students
who like their "artsy" style and love
=ring their productS.

"I think the designs are fresh, creative and an inviting form of AfricanAmerican an," said Otis Johnson. a
sophomore.
Last year, the ladies who formed
the The Battle of the Dorms stepshow team for The Quad proudly
\VOre their Tribe Vibe shirts as they
took first place in die female dorm
division.
Participant Mariama Orange, a
sophomore, said, ''I think that the
shirts are an expression of African
beauty in terms of featuring true
African fuatures such as full lips,
wide noses, etc., as opposed 10 the
European standard of beauty.
Although 1libc Vibe is not looking for artists at the present time, they
are always will ing to look at work.
Students who feel that they have special talents worth offering should call
(202)483-8298.

was an appropriate place for
poetry reading.
"It gives me a chance
introduce people to the sh
and everyone gets the chance
share information through
ry and that's something we
ly do not get the opportunit)'
do," she said.
Perry said everyone b im
ed 10 come to the reading.
is a $2 donation. The next re
ing will be held Sunday, Oct. I
from 3 to 5 p.m.

something I didn't vote for,"
Jenifer said. "The only way I
am leaving is if the students
say so because their tuition
pays the bills."
Although Muriel Poston,
vice chair of the Faculty Senate, admits that Jenifer may
not be directly responsible
for their concerns. she accuses Jenifer of fostering a "bad
faith" enviJ"onment under his
administration.
"This is the type of academic climate that President
Jenifer has created," Poston
said. "Whether or not he personally orchestrated these
violations is irrelevant. Ultimately, he is responsible for
the actions of his administrators."

The Faculty Senate, as
stated in the official minutes

of their Sept. 16 council
meeting, charge that Jenifer's
version of the handbook
included 285 major changes
thnt were not reviewed and
discussed before he submitted it for Board approval.
The result was the adoption of several provisions in
Jenifer's draft and boJrd disagreement over the tenure
issue, according to Undergradua1e Faculty Trustee Ron
Walters.
''The Board disagreed
with the tenure provision in
Jenifer's and the faculty's
draft," Walters explained.
"But most of Jenifer's other
provisions were approved by
the Board without faculty
approval beforehand. All he
lost was the tenure provi•
sion."
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Hatian arllly to be cut down in size

Hilltop Staffwriter

By Myriam Joseph
ti top Staff Writer

s

The 7,000-member
Haitian army is preparing
not only 10 be slashed drasocally. but remaining soldie~ will be retrained for
['elter civil and development
«ills. says Dr. Jean Casimir,
1l1itian ambassador to
\\'iL,hington and the
Organization of American
S1.1tes.
The Haitian army, which
presently takes up 40 peretnt of lhe government's
budget, will be decreased to
1,000 men. The other 6,000
~ill be trained into a
rt1tructured police force.
In an exclusive interview
"ith The HILLTOP.
C,1,imir said lhis action was
part of the resolution of the
l'N, which has an initial
,1~•monlh reconstruction
Cl311date. and the dcployr.ient of UN police monitors
from the first week in
October.
''The (Haitian) army will
J1e a prestigious role in

ce for Lhe

hance to
he shop,
:hancc to
1gh poet.
: we rca1.
tuni1y to

· is invi(.
1g. The re
ext read.
1• Oct. 10
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AGLANCE AROUND THE WORLD
By Gloria McField

! ATLANTIC •O~EAN
Fort Libertll
Grande-Riviere-du-Nord

\'"

·-·

'

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Antigua
St. John'~ - High court judge. Justice Albert
Redhear, last week sentenced Antigua and
Barbuda's Agriculture Minister Hilroy
Humphreys and two directors of a local sand
mining company, Reuben Wolfe and Knackbill
Nedd, of Sandco Limited, to one month in
prison for contempt of court. They had
breached an injunction to prevent further mining. (Caribbean News Agency)

Monaco
Monte Carlo - The 2000 Summer Olympics
was awarded to Sydney Australia on Sept. 23 by
the
International Olympic Committee. Sydney
...,CARIBBEAN SEA
narrowly
beat Beijing, the earlier favorite. by a
preserving democracy in
to work toward fulfilling the 8 and executed in public.
the United Nations made a
mere two votes. The final vote was 45 to 43 in
Haiti. The army will be
Accord signed July 3, 1993,
Ambassador Jean
solemn commitment to verifavor of Australia. Earlier contenders for the
patrolling the Haitian border on Governor's Island, initiCasimir pointed out that
fy and ensure democracy in 2000 Summer Olympics were Istanbul, Berlin
and the coasts of Haiti. They ating the return of President "the United Nations has
Haiti. The second is that the and Manchester, England, which were eliminatwill also be trained in
Jean-Bertrand Aristide to
been a key participant in the U.N. will be assisting the
ed in the previous three voting rounds or the
national disaster occurpower on Oct. 30.
restoration of democracy in
Aristide government by giv• Committee.
rences such as floods and
Since Prime Mini&ter
Haiti because three parties
ing technical assistance to
hurricanes and wilt develop
Robert-Malval was sworn
were involved in the
the Haitian police force,
South Africa
military engineers that will
into power in August of
Governors' Island Accord:
professionalizing the army
Johannesburg- A multiracial body was se1 up
work on rebuilding
1993, there have been more
Aristide; the coup Leader
and reforming the judiciary last week to monitor preparalions for the nation's
Haiti.'The ambassador said. than 50 murders in Haiti,
General Raoul Cedras; and
system. The third role of the first multiracial elections to be held on April 27.
The United Nations
believed to be politically
Dante Caputo, the special
United Nations in Haiti is to The South African Parliament passed a bill to
establish a Transitional E;<ecutive Council com•
security council voted unan- motivated. The most recent
envoy to Haiti from the UN
assist the Haitian governprised of representatives of appro;<imately 20 to
imously la;t week to send I, victim was Antoine
and 0.A.S."
ment in providing a labor
23
political organizations. Only 3 or 4 white
200 troops to Haiti due to
lzcmery, a close ally of
Casimir stated that the
intensive activity that will
the increasing violence in
Aristide, who was taken
UN has three purposes and
help jump-start the Haitian represent11tives will be in this group, which is to
have a limited veto over governmental decisions
the Caribbean republic, and
economy."
from a church mass on Sept. roles in Haiti. "'The first is
relating to the political campaign. The African
National Congress has welcomed the creation of
the council. which will be operative later this
year. (Washingt0n Post)
ture room. 'J\vo weeks ago, a fighting for liberation
was there great inequality.
By Muyiwa Gbadegesin
semi-slavery into a modern
Hilltop Staff Writer
country where you had the
similar call was made by
around the globe and [its
What's really happening
Georgia
downfall] wou Id be a
now with the [forced] reinHoward Professor William
Another cnll has been
Worthy of the School of
tremendous defeat.''
troduction of capitalist poli- Thilisi -Eighty people died v.hen another pascies is that race relations are senger plane was gunned down by Abkhazian
,iade at Howard University
Communications at an antiStamberg recently
rebels in Georgia on Wednesday, Sept. 22,
embargo rally sponsored by
returned from a trip to Cuba deteriorating. It is a crisis
ilr the United States to end
reported the Russian news agency lnterfax. This
and it is poison to the black
the International Students
and reported that the Cuban
IL\ economic blockade of the
was the second plane to be shot down in two
people arc coping, although
masses in Cuba. Capitalists
cocinlist state, Cuba.
Association and the
days in the former Soviet Union territory.
love it when people fight
Caribbean Students
there is severe food
Marjorie Stamberg,
Approximately 26 people were reported to have
rationing. For c.xample,
over race."
Association. Worthy said
member of the Spartacus
escaped from the crashed plane before it erup1ed
Amy Rath, a member of
, then that lhere are groupings milk is only available for
League Central Committee,
into flames and exploded. Missiles were used to
the audience, contended:
within "established circles," child.ren nine yearsold and
·old an audience last
M arjorie Sternberg
bring both planes down.
" ... with the beginning of
including major dailies, that
under.
tu :da)· at the Howard
(Associated Press)
For William Gruen. a
reintroduction of market
artliCU~ '\buth Club
highest living standards any- are demanding a "changed
forces in Cuba, you have the Russia
policy
toward
Cuba."
sophomore,
the
importance
where
in
Latin
America."
Forum Lilied "Cuba in
of Cuba to the Howard stureintroduction of social
Stamberg added: "We
Peril": "What the revolution
The pro-Cuban forum,
Moscow - In a bold move that is arousing coninequality
not
only
on
racial
dent
is
that
"[the
revolution]
siderable
disunity in Russia, President Boris
which was sponsored by the want to defend the gains of
dJd in Cuba was lift an
terms but also on terms of
Yeltsin on Sept. 21 disbanded patliament and
the revolution ...Cuba has
totally changed race rela•
club, was held in the
entire people who were livordered
new elections. He received support
tions
in
Cuba.
No
longer
sex.
been a beacon to all those
Undergraduate Library Jee!lg under conditions of
form the Defense and Interior Ministries and
the Central Bank. Yeltsin's adversary, Alexander
Rutski, who is offering great resistance. named
hin1self Russia's president. Yeltsin has promised
10 restore order in lhe nation without resorting to
military force. (Washington Post)
the cause of human rights.
towns and cities.
tern that deprives many of the
By car11ne Windell
lf we accept the universality and
liiltop Staff Writer
There is also the violence with
opportunity to realize one or more
Somalia
indivisibility
of
human
rights,
then
which
we
are
more
familiar.
The
of
their
fundamental
rights.
The
A resolution to maintain United Nations troops
June 1993 was an important
we
should
also
accept
that
actions
in
kind
that
involves
a
visible
perpetrain Somalia until March 1995 was adopted by the
month on lhc human rights calendar. existing system is based on the use
this country have a ripple effect
tor engaged in warfare, terrorism,
UN Security Council last week. The 15-nation
The international human rights com- of force to achieve political objecaround
the
globe.
UN
Secretary
council
unanimously voted to continue plans to
arbitrary
arrest
and
detention
and
tives - a system that has for many
munity gathered in the small
arrest Mohamed Farah Aideed, disarm Aideed's
General Boutros Boutros-Ghali has
daily gun violence - all of which
years been accepted unquestionably
European city of Vienna for the
supporters
and restore peace to suffering
said,
"the
human
rights
we
proclaim
have many people gripped by fear.
by Western civilization.
United Nations World Conference
Somalis
despite
harsh criticism that UN involveWe should be concerned that the ,io safeguard can only be brought
Article l of the Universal
on Human Rights.
ment in Somalia is being prolonged unnecessariabout if we transcend ourselves,
permanent members of the UN
Declaration states that, "All human
The meeting of more than 4.000
ly
due to indecisive planning. (Associated
only if we make a conscious effort
, - - - -- - - - - - - , Security Council are
beings are born free
delegates from I60 countries, and
Press)
to find our common essence beyond
responsible for 80
some 2.000 non-governmental organi• and equal in dignity
percent of the world's our apparent divisions, our tempoand rights .." Article 3
!alions, was the first of its kind in 25
rary differences, our ideological and
arms
manufactures
says, "Everyone has
)tars and only the second since the
cultural barriers."
and sales. We should
the right to life, liberty
United Nations was formed in 1945.
TI1e United States has a tendency
also
be
concerned
and security of perThe conference was an opport uto view human rights violations as
that more than one
nity for people to look at the state of son." It doesn't take
The United Nations Global Community
something
lhal happens to other
bilJion
people
around
human rights in the context of the 30 much 10 see that chilCelebration
opens tomorrow at the Armour J.
people in other countries. This view
the world Jive in
l\rticles of the Universal Declaration dren born in a country
is myopic. It should not be forgotten
Blackburn University Center at 10 a.m. The
absolute poverty,
like Haiti are not as
of Human Rights, adopted by the
schedule for lhe day is as follows:
that racism, sexism, the forcible
despite the ratifica•
equal in their right to
U:-l in 1948. Unfortunate!), the picIO a.m. - noon: Plenary Se:;sion will
return
of
asylum
seekers,
police
brution
by
1
06
countries
life, liberty and securiture was dismal.
be addressed by President Franklyn G. Jenifer
of the Covenant of Economic, Social tality and the dealh penalty all quality as are children born in Western
There is no doubt that for some,
of
Howard University and Or. James Jonah,
fy
as
human
rights
violations.
and
Cultural
Rights.
Europe. Closer to home, a white
much has improved, particularly in
As the Howard University com•
UN Under Secretary General for Political
Human rights activists from
child born in Minnesota has a better
1he areas of economic, civil and
munity
gathers
to
celebrate
the
role
Affairs.
developing countries say interna•
chance at life, liberty and security
political rights. But for olhers, there
and work of the United Nations, we
I p.m. - 2:30 p.m.: Community
tional financial institutions such as
lhan a black child born in
has been an increasing and rapid
Views
of
the UN - Issues and ideas to proshould
remember
that
it
is
our
the World Bank and the
Mississippi.
deterioration.
responsibility to carry the torch of
mote unity in reaching resolution; and Human
International Monetary Fund conlf we blame violence and the use
Currently, there are more than 20
human
rights
into
the
future.
This
Rights
- protecting women, indigenous poptribute
to
human
rights
violations.
major conflicts occurring around lhe of force for the discrepancies in Ii fe
involves
vigilance
in
t11e
protection
IMF structural adjustment programs
ulations and children.
chances, we should understand that
~orld, causing thousands of deaths
of
the
human
rights
of
all
peoples,
2:30 p.m. • 4 p.n~.: Population, Health
often
impede
the
development
of
violence exists on two levels and one
and casualties. The United Nations,
not
only
internationally
but
nationaland Development- Perspectives on UN's
human potential because these profeeds off the other.
an organization set up to rid lhe
ly
and
in
our
local
community.
role in world population management, health
grams
demand
the
removal
of
many
There is the violence that
v.orld of war through discussion and
and socio-economic development; Africa,
safeguards such as food subsidies
inhibits the full realization of
negotiation, is actively involved in
The
writer,
a
graduating
senior
in
Small States and the UN - Roles and responand
other
subsidized
social
prohuman potential, which psychoanseveral of these conflicts including
the
School
ofC01111111111icatio11s,
grams that protect the most vulnerasibilities.
alyst Eric From describes as, the
inSomalia, Sudan and Bosnia. For
al/ended
the
Vienna
Human
Rights
4 p.m. • 5:30 p.m.: UN Peace-Making
ble
in
a
society.
"life not lived." This type of viomany human rights activists and
The recent creation of an internal Conference in June 1993. She will
and Peace-Keeping; Implications for national
lence is insidious and has no visible
observers, it is unclear whether
be
presenting
a
paper
tomorrow
at
unit
in
the
World
Bank
to
hear
comsovereignty.
perpctrai"or. However, we see it at
humanitarian assistance and peacethe United Nations Global
Cultural performances. arts and
work
in the lack of adequate educa- plaints from those who fuel they
keeping is military intervention in
Co1111111111ity
Celebration's
session
011
crafts,
exotic
foods and music will be held at
have
been
adversely
affected
by
tion and health care, worsening
disguise.
H11111a11
Rights
at
the
Armour
J.
the Undergraduate Library Promenade Plaza.
bank projects is a recognition that
One reason suggested for lhe ero• social services, drugs and unemBlackbum
Cemer.
bank
policies
may
not
always
help
ployment, which plague many U.S.
/
1ion of human rights is a world sys-
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Spartacus is latest to call for en d to Cuban embargo
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PhD and Post Docs. In Chemistry. BS, MS In Chemical, Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering and Manufacturing Systems Engineering

UGSA
Undergraduate
Student Asseutbly

Find out how we're changing
the face of
global technology.
,,

proud{y presents
The Colgate-Palmolive
Glo bal Technology Center
Opportunities Prcsent:1llon Is coming
to your campus on:

OATE: Thursday, October 7th
TIME: 4PM-6PM
PLACE: Chemistry Bldg.

Room GOB

WHAT: MR. HOWARD PAGEANT

.

WHEN: BLACKBURN CENTER

AUD.
TIME: 7:00 PM

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:
DATE: Friday, October 8th
Colga te- Palmolive Is a S7 billion
global consumer products company,
servi ng 3.5 mi llion people In over
I 70 countries.
Today more 1han 1wo 1hirds of our
$7 billion In sales come from in1crna1ional
markets. And wc arc continuing 10 expand
globally. For the recen1 graduate, this
creates a world of opponunity.

Also Interviewing for
Chemis try Summer lntemshlps.
Chemis try oppor1unltlcs s ign up with
Chemis try Department.
Engineering Opportunities sign up with
Chemk al Engineering Oepartmcnl.
Llmll~d avallablllly, so sign up urty.

Fo r mo re lnform:1llon contact:
Or. Donald Ta ylo r, al ( 9 08) 878-7471
o r lhc appropriate campus office

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY
Colgate people...maklng a world of dlllerence.
We are advoc>1es or a cuiluroll1• diverse work rorce. M\1\0\V.

INTERNSHIP AT
BMG DISTRIBUTION
RCA & ARISTA RECORDS
,oa,

~
,
.,111 n1.r
I Ill.

URBAN MUSIC IN
WASHINGTON D.C.
,01 REQUIREMENTS1

■ 2 ~ r lntenuhlp tor a college ■ Fiil Time Stuclent In pursut or at
Sophomote o, Junior
lean a Bad1"1o(s Oegee
■ 20 houn per Wftk
■ I.Ol.-e Md extenstw,
■ Coll<goPromoclon ~ ,
knowledge or music
■ lnternslllp Is part o r BMG
■ S0me
.oe I n ~ radio or
Distribution's NadO<'IWlde
<>Iller
..-..» ~
Ntem.'ltlve M.vtedng Program ■
& ~ pmon WhO
■ salary: SS.oo per hour and
.-,acareerlnlhemuslclndU111y
$220 per month expense,
■ Must~ car
For consldef'adon. please rax or maH your res1.me lmmedlatety to:

...,..1a
m.JSlcc,...,.,.,

eave C 00

--~---

M
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•
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BMG Music Inc., Kirsten Behncke, 38t/1 Floor
Fax: (212) 930-4862
I 540

• New Yor1c. New Y0<k I 0036

aren s.

Open the
door to your
future with
aUMMBA.
Fulfil yoor dreams with an MBA from UM. We offer flexible and IIUlCM!bve programs such as our one-year MBA for students with an undergraduate business degree and our two-year program for bachelors
students without a business degree. Both of these programs offer you
the opportunity to pursue two complerneritary ~atsons such as:
• Finance and lnternaliooal Business
• Marketing and Computer lnfonnation Systems
• Health Administration and Human Resource Management
• Marketing and Strategic Management
• Aocounting and Computer Information Systems
Wrth OU( dual degree Masters in lnlernaliOnal Busi1ess (MIBS), yoo
wtll earn an MBA and a Master of Science 1n International Business
\',1th a guaranteed internship ,n the cwitry of yoor selected language
specialty,
As you approach graduation and complete yru; program, cu placement office is solely ded,cated to finding employment opportlKltties for
OU' graduate business students.
If you we intrigued by these chalenging and 1'6'N.Wing DPPOrtlKlities,
call us at 1·800-531-7137, and we WII show you how to get started on
the rest of your lffe.

At this rate, your parents would
probably be ecstatic if you left school.
Especially if you came home to visit.
You can take advantage of this $72
one-way fare between New York's
LaGuardia Airport and Washington
D.C:s National Airport, or New York
and Boston's Logan Airport.
The student fare is valid Monday
through Friday, 10:30 a.m.to 2:30 p.m.

and 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. On Saturdays and Sundays you can use them
anytime you want.
If you find you want to travel frequently, you can also take advantage
of the Delta Flight Pack,™ which is a
book of four one-way tickets for just
$229, or a book of eight or.e-way
tickets for just $419.
And just by enrolling in Delta's

Frequent Flyer program yo u can accumulate valuable mileage for future
travel.
For more information, call your
Travel Agent or Delta at 1-800-22 11212. And remember, study hard, cat
all your veget.rbtes, and leave school
whenever you can.

~ .DELTA SHUITLE~ -
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At Microsoft, the

opporI un -■ t■es

are great, no matter which direction you go. We give you the best
of both worlds: a chance to work with others towards a common goal,
while still maintaining your freedo■llto do things smarter
and better. Come talk to us. Because we genuinely believe our best years

•••

are

'

ahead.

And so are yours. When you look

,'
I

down the road, what could be cooler than changing the world?
••
: J
•

Mic1usott Mail
•

MS-DOS
Mic1ol'°ft E,xceJ

11Vhat:

Company Presentation

11Vhere: Engineering Library
11Vhen:

I

Monday, October 4, 1993, 4:00pm

Sponsored by the Society of Systems
and Computer Science

®
•

lI

i}
I

I
,,

Microsoft is an Equal Opportunity Employer and supports workforce diversity.
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Grooving to the beats of
Ed O G and Da Bulldogs
• •

~

•

By Lidya Araya
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"When I first found out about my friend , I was in total shock.
scious lyrics
traveling to
op Staff Writer
I thought it could never happen to anyone I knew and I put the sit•
and humor.
do various
uation in the back of my mind," the senior journalism major said.
"I Got To
shows. We
Things happen in the ,,orld around us that make us , iew life "I fell so bad for her. Sometimes, I just nanted to say I was sorry
Have It" and
went to
a different te,el. \.\'e never truly understand other people's and wished that there was something I could do."
"Be A Father
Germany
,blems until ne come face to face with one similar to theirs.
not
too
Greir admits that she would not know what lo do if she were
liCoh.ld Your =.,
ED O.G
<:'-" long ago."
As with the AI DS epidemic, you can never truly understand in her friend's situation. Greir has taken the disease much more
I .. were ~
a DAIULlDQIS
two hits from "=-- The
,illness until it affects you directly.
serious though, since finding out about he r friend 's ordeal.
their
first
hard
work
I never thought that I wouJd be affected by th is disease until
Greir says she gets angry when she hears her friends talk
album, Life Of A Kid In The paid off because their album is
uncle was diagnosed with it. My uncle died in May of 1991. about having unpr otected sex.
Gheno.
filled with hit after hit.
·rough his battle with the disease, I have become more aware of
"My other friends hate it sometimes because I preach to them
Their latest si ng les,
Although Ed 0. G. & Da
• the killer affects e,·eryone. My uncle's str uggle to live made about having safe sex," she admitted.
"Skinny Dip (Got It Goin' Bulldogs don't want to be
,,really appreciate life -just as he did.
On)," a humorous dialogue of called role models. they do
This ordeal has taught G r eir how to deal with having a friend
getting 'skins.' and ''Street Of deliver strong messages.
There are other st udents on camp us who have e,perienced the who is dying.
The
Ghello," describing an
"We don't want the
i:ds of A IDS.
"When I am with my friend we don't dwell on the problem.
urban gangster's rise and fall, responsibility of being role
"I knew someone with AIDS," sophomore Alexei Alexis said, We car ry on with our lives as we a lways have," she said in a mellow
are gening good reactions.
models because we are not
1oice stumbling. "My cousin was diagnosed with AIDS and I tone of voice.
Still tired from their show perfect. All we can do is tell
"'how devastating to the family t his disease is."
"Most importantly," says Greir, " we should appreciate life."
at the Ritz nightclub Sunday, the truth of what's going on in
The journalism major admits that AIDS is a very touchy subThe battle of this disease cannot be won by a few people. The
Ed 0. G. & Da Bulldogs, com- and around our lives," said Tprising of lead rapper Ed 0. Nyne .
.1.
world must recognize that this deadly disease affects everyone.
G.,
D.J. Cruz, and backup rap"People are going to do
'½II your life as a young person, you t alk about what you will
According to the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, this
pers
T-Nyne
and
Gee
Man,
what
they're
going to do; I
in the future. You plan on gelling married, establishing a career year alone, the number of victims with the disease has increased
were excited about their visit to can't change that. I just rap
>l having children. But one moment in your life can alter you r 204 percent. From Jan. 1 through March 31, a total of 35,779 cases
Howard.
about things that I've experiare," he said, twitching his fi ngers.
have been r eported. Last year, during t he s!me t ime period only
When asked what they enced, how I handled it and
'"The main thing about AIDS is t hat it is a senseless tragedy."
11,770 cases were r epor ted.
liked most about the campus, hope it makes a difference," he
,\lexis feels that more attent ion should be placed on sex edu•
Leaders all o,er must come together and combat this deadly
their first response was the added .
.m. He adds that prevention methods should be most important scavenger called AI DS. If we don't do something abou t this epi- atmosphere and the people.
The group agreed that the
"We wished we could most important thing right
l!ll dealing wit h AIDS research.
demic, it will become a raging bull that attacks everyone a nd
have stayed longer," comment- now is making sure the fans
1 "AIDS is a social disease resulting from many problems in our everything.
ed D.J. Cruz, as Brian Samson, get pure entertainment while
I itt). Rather than imest all our energies attacking the disease
I f we can build nuclear missiles, send billions of doll ars of
director of promotion for gelling some type of awaredi, 11e must begin lo add ress more r igorously those socia l issues equipment into space and spend trillions making movies, surely we
Mercury Records, and Toddy ness.
~ ha,e helped determ ine the face of the disease today d r ug can do someth ing abou t AIDS. Whether it be funds for research,
Tod, manager, tried to stay as
"It can't be all serious;
or prevention, the bottom line is that something needs t o be done
"t!e, teen-age sex, etc," he concluded .
close to the schedule as possi- some of it has to be fun," they
ble.
As tears filled her eyes, Nichole Greir explained that one of about a disease that is affecting so many lives.
said.
dose friends has AID~.
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Female visitors to Drew Hall: Reputations gone ... good?
Oerrlcke M. Dennis

op Staff Writer
\\laming: If you are a female
)ou frequent Drew Hall. you
lt,s your virtuous reputation

l".cbye.
This thought had lingered in
tback of the minds of many
•lrd University men and
"lCll for generations - that is,
lhis year.
The labeling of Drew Hall's
'! men a.~ "destroyers of the
d repu1alions of lloward
n" hns been a campus tradi. for some time. However, an
1a,e in the number of female
, ~ to the freshmen male clor-~ has led some to specu late
,: this campus tradition has
"ll laid to rest.
"All 1hc rumors about girls
":ttg a bad repurntion at Drew

can go on at any college. But. I
feel it's what you do while you 're
there that affects your reputation
the most," said Nwenna Gates. a
freshman in the School of Arts
and Sciences. "I go to Drew just
to visit my friends."
Michelle Evans, a sophomore majoring in journalism,
doesn ·1 have a problem with
Drew but feels some of the stereotypes are false.
"Going 10 Drew and getting
a bad reputation was never a
problem for me because I hardly
knew anyone there last year."
Evans said. "Bui I still don't think
we should be considered as bad or
as · Drew Queen~'\ because we go
there."
But Sophomore Kim Bryant
remembers well the potential consequences of visiting Drew.
"When I was a freshman, if

your face got loo well known by
the guys in Drew, you were considered easy or a slut and got disrespected," according to Bryant,
a student in the School of
Communications. "But, many
girls still go because the rules and
supervision prnctices are not as
strict as in other donns," Bryant
said.
And it is these ''strict" rules
that arc sending many freshmen
women through the doors of Drew
Hall.
"Our visitation in the Quad
ends earlier on the weekends than
it does a1 Drew. So I go there to
visit my friends," noted Rozilyn
Bryant. a freshman majoring in
marketing. "I feel absolutely no
stress about going there."
Apparently. many others
share her feelings. Drew Hull's
Graduate Assistant Wills Allen

estimates that at least 50 females
per night gather in the dorm's
courtyard or lobby to visit one of
Drew· s 325 residents.
"Even before the privilege of
co-cd visitation began, there was
a strong female presence at
Drew," Allen said. "Now that
classes are in full swing. things
have simmered down, but it is
still unusual to see thi s many
women in an all male donn."
Hattie Foster, an even in g
receptionist who has signed in
guests of the donn for the last 24
years, has observed a more
aggressive type of female visitor
this year.
"This is my first year seeing
such large crowds of females
checking in at the front desk,"
Foster said. "Yea rs ago. if the
girls came at all, they were escorted to and from the dom1. Now it

seems as if they would walk
across campus by themselves at
all hours and through any weather
10 see their particular male
friend," Foster added.
But many residents of the
dom1 don't find the female presence unusual or the least bit irritating. In fact, they welcome it.
'·Personal ly, I'm glad the
women are not listening to what
th e upperclassmen are saying
about Drew. They should be able
to find out for thcmscl ves," said
Rob Byrd. a resident assistant al
the donn.
"I feel we deserve a clean
slate and the c hance to socialize
with members of our class outside
of a lecture hall," said Alonso
Hampton, an accounting major in
1he School of Business.
Hampton went on to say that
he doesn't see the difference

I

between socializing at Drew or at
Blackbum. "We arc here to grow
as individuals, as students and as
a people. Females just happen to
be a part of that growth."
However noise, lack of pri" other side-effects of
vacy and
increased visitation have left a
few residents worrying that their
gain could spell a loss in the long•
run.
·•1 have 10 admit, it can be a
problem having visitors on my
floor at 10 or 11 at night when
I' m study ing or trying to rest,"
said Aaron Johnson, a fifth noor
Drew resident.

"But it's also nice to,know
that I can bring guests over and
not have them worrying about a
stupid tradition or what things
were like before us," he added.
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PEOPLE
Student gives lesson in ''Caring 101"
Howard freshma n strives high and takes community with her
By La Wanda Stone
Hilltop Staff Writer
alimba DuBose has
successfully disproved
the mainstream view
that African-American
youth are disinterested in giving
back to their communities.
Community service is an everyCiay ritual for this Howard freshman and District of Columbia
resident.
By giving time and compassion and setting creative goals
for herself and others, DuBose
began volunteering after her first
semester at Howard in an effort
to change the thoughts and conditions of her community.
Fed up with the negative and
biased stereotypes that older
generations had branded on
youth, Kalimba questioned, "If
we are the impending movers
and shakers, why are we constantly discouraged and put
down?"'
The D.C. Service Corp, an
urban peace corp that encourages youth development through
community service, gave
DuBose 1he foundation for her
volunteerism.
"The D.C. Service Corp helps
10 develop leadership skills,
social values, respect for others
and yourself, and most of all,

K

responsibility. Each and every
one of us is responsible for what
goes on around us. What one
person does can affect another
person, be it positive or negative," DuBose said.
At the age of 18, DuBose
began working with a lt:im of
other youth at senior citizen centers, local urban gardens, elementary schools and homeless
shelters. She learned life skills
that helped shape her character
and make her a better worker.
Along with her team members, she anended workshops on
prejudice reduction, conflict
compromise and team work.
"We began to work together
to do things for the better of the
entire team," DuBose said.
She warned that when one
works for his or her owr agenda, it does not benefit anyone.
"In the race for power, people
are stepped on and neglected.
We are in a desperate struggle to
relieve poverty, homelessness,
family problems, drugs and
alcohol, aud other distressing
problems that plague our
nation," extolled the Howard
freshman. "It's not all about
money. Money is just a form of
tokens that they give us 10 play
with."'
While volunleering at Birney
Elemenrary School, DuBose

,\
I/

came in contact with a firstgrader named Shavon who was
born a "crack baby" due to her
mother's cocaine addiction.
"Everyday when Shavon's
mother would pick her up after
school, I wished I could take her
home with me to get her out of

WOMENSWEAR
Wholesale

0

Retail

I

"Bf CAUS( DffP DOWN INSIDf
(VfRY WOMAN WANTS TO Bf 'IDALVZ(D'."

that environmen1," she said.
"When my time at Birney
ended, Shavon did not want me
10 leave. She held onto me and
we both cried. It was a moment
I will never forget."
This experience showed
DuBose how much elementary

school students are at risk.
"It takes a tribe 10 raise one
chi ld. Communities really need
to band together," she urged.
Currently, DuBose is on the
Youth Ac11on Council. She
advises President Clinton as 10
what the youth voice is on com·
munity service. In addition, she
serves on the Youth Advisory
Board under Mayor Sharon Prall
Kelly.
"We advise her administration on policy and programs to
keep the youth voice going. We
have got to help her out,"
DuBose said.
Du Bose was also on the D.C.
Police Chiefs Youth Task Force
to end violence.
DuBose has been given many
honors, including President
Clinton's Tomorrows Leader
Today award. The Washington
Urban League chose her as Outstanding Community Service
Leader in August of this year.
She was also given a scholarship
award by Ira Sherman, president
of the Trial Lawyers Foundation
of metropolitan Washington,
D.C.
"I have never gouen this
much recognition for anything I
have ever done," DuBose said.
People always tell DuBose
that she is on the right track.
"Tulk is very cheap. People

give me advice but they do not
do anything. It is hard for me 10
take advice. Knowledge means
nothing unless you do something with it. I want to lake what
I know and stay focused." sh,
added.
Now that Kalimba DuBost 11
back for her second semester at
H oward, she feels that she could
not have made: it without college.
"I feel that job stands for 'just
over broke.' From seeing th,
elderly stuck in depression, 10
the lazy D.C. Government won:•
ers, to the youth of the city who
were just living in madness, I
knew I wanted to come back tc
school."
Kalimba 's values drive her.
" I cannot see something happen,
know it is wrong, and not do
anything about it. A friend of
mine calls me 'save the world,'·
she said.
Kalimba DuBose insists 11131
all people are coru1ected in some
ways.
"We as youth have 10 respe(I
our elders. We have 10 project
positive images of ourselves.
Most importantly, we have to Ix
good role models for our gener•
ation. This is our last chance.
and we are at the crossroads
Will we make progress or
regress? It's all in our hands,"
DuBose said.

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF irHE ADDAMS FAMILY'

Michael J. Fox
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Play uses humor and religion to convey 'strong' message
This spiritual "dramedy," featuring a
cast of multitalcnted actors, tocused on
the strugg les of Samuel Brooks
<J?esmo_nd Pringle) as he tries to keep
his fami ly together and resist the everp~nt pull of the devi l. _Satan is de~ermined to take Samuel s soul, using
San1uel's alcoholic wife _Fannie (Van~sa
Bell Armstrong) and his gang-bangmg
daughter Sharon Cl?°rothea Sl~aron).
The ~lay combmes the senousncss of
ga~g violence, teen pregnancy, alcohohsm and the breakdown of the family
with large d~ of humor.
There were several funny moments,
{L to R) Actress-singer Vanessa Bell Armstrong & writerparticularly
the one-liners from Crip
producer-director Bennie S. Rogers
gang leader 'f..Bone. played by Rodgers.
By Deidra D. Parrish
hush fe ll over the crowd. Afler 1hree Much of the comedy came from 1he
HDtop Staff Wnter
hours of excep1iona l showmanship, Sland-up approach and "Your mama so
A, the house lights came down in writ e r-director- producer Bennie ugly. ..." insuhs.
Con,1i1ution Hall Sept. 22. the opening Rodgers managed to meet and surp:1s~s
However, this format caused some of
rught of "Onl} the Strong." :u1 expectant everyone's e>.pec1ation~.
the scenes to flow less smoothly 1han

S,veetn

sour~
advice column. but unfortuing, thcy are doing the s.1111e
nalcl} Howard males haw
thing they accu~ women of?
M a1 be one reason we\ e dealt
the S,,~-ct-11-Sour adv in· collx:cn gelling a hunch of pork
more with feminine issue, is
lUllll for the ,ccond time, and I
from the' Sv.ect-N-Sour duo. I
understand
that
some
brothers
because
we've received letters
came to the condu<ion Ihat the
at Howard an: 1ril1ing. but so
from more li!males. Did you
twoco 11 111 ts o f tlu anicli,:
• h)
an:
ome
of
lloward',
females.
ever think of that Einstei n?
Hov. arJ 111,1k
But )OU IWO ha\C to und,rYon ,ire enutlcd to your opin
bashers Both u thc111 have a
ion
just a, I am entitled 10
double 1.111d,1rd a 111st
St.lOd that thi, 1s 1101 a tvp1cal
How.1rd mnh:s and aucmpt to
llow.lJ't! male or female 1rait: it mine. TI1ediffen:ncc is. MY
1
is ,1 people trail. Yt,u gi,e
name is on this column. and if
label us typic \\ell, 1his
someone asks for MY advice,
advicl.' to your ti!male writers
p urned I) pica! male ha~
,111<l kcture 10 your male, \Hit- thcn they get MY opinion~.
0111ethu1g to say. )01111,0
When someone writes you .111d
crs. This is not fair to Howard
need to quit u<ing }Our article
asks for your .\dvice. then }OU
males al all, so have a little
a, a medium to dog llU\,ard
can share what knowledge you
men. One ol the statement,
more respect for us when you
thmk 1ou possess.
write :ibout u,. \\lieu a per\\
d ) tt· colum--Sour
son
wherber
male
or
le1T1J1le
t S
.Sep
writes to you ,di for advice
199 J arttcl was downnght
Dear Jeffre),
gi,·e
thcm ad, ice not your
childish and immature because
Clearly you have every
Ull\\Clcomed opinions. I have
she a<h i'>Cd 1he ,ui1er 10 k.:cp
right
to be a bit perturbed in
one last thing to commenl on.
the chca1ing male on the
regards to my phrase. "A typiAdd a brother to your column
phone when he cal led. so th al
cal
N-ggaman." I ~hon.Id not
and call it "Sweet-N- Sour &
the wri1er could run up his
categorize Howard males on
the Brother" becau~e you all
long-distance phone hill.
that 1.:, el: ho,\ ewr, I think you
should include a male's intelSOUR v.as obvious!} not
must haw some personal
lectual input in )Our column.
ofli:ring ad, 1cc to the ,ui1er,
problems of }OUr own if you
smce the ,tpproach to probbut was instead offering the
feel the need to tot3II) lash out
lems
dealing
with
males
IS
l>lareader a re,enge tacoc.
at my column tactics. SOUR
111mly biased.
SWEET. or hittersY.cet. as I
and I put a lot of forethought
like to call 1he column.-1, 1s
into wri1ing this column aria
J11Jiq IAIWrrnce i.< a senior
really no bcner th,111 her col
\H' anticipalcd 1ha1 everybod)
political scienn' IIIClJOr in thl'
league SOUR because this is
wouldn't agn.--c. You must realCollege ofAn~ and Sci,·nces.
how she started her advice
ize that my advice is merely ,111
&ns\\er to a potemial ch<'ating
opinion or how I feel about a
Dear Jeffre),
male"' ho wa, asking for her
particular sul>ject. I might do
Your accusations an:
advice:• Yon are ,uch a t)pical
some male ba.,Jung but I' ll
unfounded l>ecausc if the)
N-ggamwi'" S\\'EET continadmit 1hat some }foy.ard
wen: true, \\e \\OUld not be
ue.~ to tell the Howard mal<!
females a.re trifling too. H..:). l
Jhat "before you make uny m.,h filling our pt\.'Cious column
call
it as I sl.!e it, or in this ca~e
with your 1rining whining. It
decision 11 d1mn ,111d think
read ii. And as for 3 male
all }Our f, ult ." SWF.ET not sc:cm, to me 1hat whenever
columnist, don't think that you
AtTican-American \\Omen
y disrespected the brother
came up with the ide,I. Sour
,oice a complaint about
calling him ,\ N-ggam.111,
and I h,td planned to add a litAfrican-American men. \\e
but she also categori,.cd him
tle bi1 of Spice (a male point
are male-b,Lshing. Has it ever
calling him a typical Noccurred to you that when men of view) by mid October.
ggaman. If I remember cor
- Sweet
'l'Cetly. 1his i suppo!oed 10 be un accuse 'Mlmen of male-bash-

Dear Sweet•n•Sour.
On Sept. 17. 1993, I rc,1d

others. The humor seemed 10 be mis- standing ovation.
placed. For example, the scene immediAlpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., Beta
ately following the tragic death of a char- Chapter chose 10 volunteer and work
acter found the mother and grandmother with Rodgers.
exchanging put-downs.
"(The play) addresses the problems of
The play was full of positive mes- family," Desmond Dunhan1, sergeant-atsages, although the preaching was a bit arms and brotherhood chaii said. "Our
too much. T he singing in "Only the organiwtion is about conun~nity service
Strong" was second 10 none. All of the and this play identifies with the struggles
cast members possessed superb voices. that young people of our community
The stirring vocals of Armstrong moved face." The fnnernity will receive a porthe crowd.
tion of the proceeds for their scholarship
The house band provided dynamic flU1d.
musical accompaniment and background
A percentage of the proceeds will
harmony. It was difficult not to join in on also benefit two local community service
those familiar gospel tunes such as groups, Twenty-Five Strong Against
"Bound for Mount Zion" and "Satan, Vio lence and the Melba Moore
We're Gonna Tear Your Kingdom Foundation.
Down."
"Only 1he Strong" is an upl ifting
During the final scene, the emire casl mus ical wi th a posi1ive message for
sang a moving rendit ion of "Trust in 1oday's youth. The play will help African
liim," which broughl lhe audience to a Americans not only survive bu1 excel.

Poems examine barriers
confronting blacks
By Devera Dawkins

Hilllop Staff Writer
Duynne Jones has al ways
been ou1 in front exploring new
ideas and challenging the status
quo. Never a follower, Jones has
overcome barriers caused by
racism. economic problems and
per..onal problems to finally
publish a book of poems that has
been in the works since 1987.
INSPIRATION BY GOD: A
Pro1·ocati1·e Book of Poetry is
the product of his struggle to
gain self-determination. Jones
attributes overcoming adversity
to his strong spiri1ual foundation
thai has 1umed his life around.
·•r consider myself a man of
God. I come from a religious
background. which was a major
influence in my life," Jones said.
According to Jones. he used
fai1h as a foundation to turn his
pain and frustration into the creative energy leading him to wri1e
poetry.
Most of the anguish Jones felt
cemered around his education.
"I was very angry abou1
being mis-educated in this
European society. One thing I
noticed in high school was the
coaches came around every six
weeks 10 check on my grades.
They weren't checking 10 make
sure I was doing well: they were
checking to rvake sure m}
G.P.A. was high enough so tha1 I
could play football.'' he said.
He knew football was not his
real goal in life, so he set out 10
accomplish wha1 he really wanted todo.
"For me, football was only a
vehicle to get to college. I never
considered pro-football as my
goal. I didn't even have the effcc-

ters the images of African people fostered by U.S. his1ory
books. The poem boasts the
accomplishments of African
people before and afler slavery.
1l1is par1icular poem's theme
is similar to the s1ruggle Jones
says he went through in establishing his own self-identity.
"Az know I wasn'1 no slave
before shackles, whipped, bea1en
10 my grave .... Before that time I
built kingdoms struc1ured the
most complete aerial dynamic
terrilorial design," Jones wrote.
However, in "Black ls," Jones
preaches a1 1imes.
"Think abou1 what You·re going
to do. Do not settle for nothing
le~s. Because God won't settle
for second best," he wrote.
Another poem, "From Me To
You," starts off well bu1comes
up short because it lacks development.
The poem starts off exploring
male/female relationships by
describing the fu1ile search that
most people go through 10 find
the perfect soul mate. But Jones
does 1101 go into the poem deep
enough to give any insight on
rela1ionships and simply ends it
Photo By Chuci< Emory with a Oat s1a1ement abou1 people and happiness.
Writer Duynne Jones
On the whole, the book was
world abou1 our pligh1 and to
uplifting and earned its title
also show love for African
because ii was also inspiring.
Americans and the world."
Every young, struggling black
Jones incorporates all of his
person in society can relate 10
life-experiences, knowledge and the messages of hope and persisfai1h in10 his work. He deals
tence.
with a wide range of themes
INSPIRATION BY GOD· A
including slavery, racism, black
Provocoti1·e Book of Poetry can
pride, relationships and love.
be purchased in the University
Bookstore for $5. For informaOne of the best poems.
"King," is written from the
tion, contact Jones & Associates
viewpoint of a slave who shatat (202) 986- 1587.

tual skills of wri1ing a good
essay and I knew I wanted 10 be
a physician. There was no one
around to show me so I had 10
do the research on my own."
While continuously doing
research, going 10 school and
wri1ing poetry. Jones was able 10
develop a keen awareness of
African-American hi,1ory, as
well as definite ideru, abou1 1he
problems that plague the
African-American conununity.
He also unders1ands how he can
be a part of the solution.
"I write to enligh1en as well
as 10 emertain. I realized the
only way I could truly be satisfied in my own spiri1and mind
was 10 communica1e 10 the

Students add Howard touch to comic book industry

m
\

Members of Flatline Comics
&,, Genea Luck
~ Staff Writer

Three Howard students have
decided to take their talent, artisny

and comic book characters to an
entrepreneurial level.
Kemp Powers, Ornette
Coleman and William VY<\lkins, all
lUlder the age of 20, came together

to establish their own oompany
called Aailine Comics. By
December, the company will be
incorporaled, making it possible for
anyone to buy stock in Aallinc
Comics.
Kemp PO\\ers, Ratline Comic,;
editor, published the firs1 edition in
April and has IOartistS on Stafl; all
are Howard studems.
Their first comic, "Ambush
Native," is about Akil, a Brooklyn
youth who is sought by governmen1 agencies.
"Akil is like a giant battery; he
n:ch:uges from the life of another
human being." POW<:rs said about
the main character in the comic.
The comic shows a very graphic
shoot-out scene involving police
and inner city you01 in a oonvenience store. Many of the police

omcers and gang members arc
killed.
Po,vers said some people criticize ·'Ambush Native," but negative critici'ITTl usually stems liom
tho6e who have not read the comic
thorough I}!
"('Aatbush Native') is no different from other comics; violence is
also in a lot of others. It's a fictional
story, not necess.1rily 1rying to
teach a lesson," Powers said.
The ne.xt scheduled issues from
Aallinc Comics is "Aatbush
Native #2," "Envictious," and
"Aa0ine Comics .Presents."
"Aalline Comics Presents" is
scheduled to eotne out in
November. The Story was created
by Vladimir Leveque, one of the
artistS and writers at Ratline
Comics.

Leveque turns the focus of the
story from the usual theme of the
eotnics and patterns the characters
after biblical and mythical forms.
Leveque said he has always
been interested in mythology and
recently began studying the Bible.
A Roman Catholic, Leveque
spoke to several priestS and
Jehovall's WilneSSCS as references
for the s1oiy.
The main chamcter, Ninuod the
Hun1er. mirrors Moses' grandson
in the biblical accounl of the '°R)y.,er
of Babel. Leveque tied Nimrod's
character with "Pandora's Bo.x.," a
myth about the releasing of
demons. In "Ratline Comic·s
Presel11S," It is Nimrod's responsibility to recapture the demons.
Many religious critics feel
Leveque should have chosen a

more positive character from the
Bible. But Leveque said there is a
reason for choosing Nimrod.
"He's an evil character that is
sometimes good. It is real easy to
do something evil, and it takes a lot
more effort 10 do something good.
Besides pcjople enjoy reading about
evil characters:• Leveque said.
After a slow start, Oie company
has been featured on MTV news
and televised interviews with
C1aruiel 7 and Fo.x Morning News.
AaOine Comics arc available at
many of the black-owned books10~ in D.C.: Richmond, Va.;
Baltimore; and New York. In
October, the company plans to join
a major distribu1or, allowing
Ratline Comics to soar across tpe
nation.
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ALL SENIORS INTERESTED INAOOEER

CONSUMER OR COMMERCIAL RANKIN
Expanding technological horizons
in research and a lications
• Exi>ettmentat ~
tttt'cs
• Comp• .......,....nat fluid Aerodynamk::.s
1.a""'~
• space and Environmental Life Sciences

Sy
Sp

• Computer $<:fence intludlng:

bel
.. A

Artiflc::tal lntefHgence, Alght
Simulation, and Computer

Systems Analysis
• Space and Earth Sciences
• Administrative Support Including:
• Space Systems Design for Space
Procurement Finance and
Exploration
Accounting
Ames Research Center is looking for people who want to be
at the forefront of Aeronautica1and Aerospace Research

.
1
. N

A
ti'
d
at1ona er?i:iau ~ an
Space Administration
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FIRST UNION NATIONAL BANK

(W
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CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO ATTEND
CEPTIONTO LEARN MORE ABOUT
OOEE::PORTUNITIES IN THE BANKING INDUSTRY

Send resume and transcript to:
ATTN: R. R. Grus,
NASA Ames Research Center, Mail Stop 241 -6,
Moffett Field, California 94035-1 000

An Equol Opportunity EmplOyer. U.S. Cittzenshlp Required

Howard Hughes Medical Institute

66 rellowshlps ~ill be awardt.~ ror full time study tov.11,rd the
Ph.Dor Sc.D. de,im In cell blolOfl)' and regula1ion, g<nttlcs.
immuno&O(C\', neu.ro.,c.Jence, structural biology, bloswlsties,
epidemiology, or mathtmatlctd biology.

••""13,

Po,SSlbl<

■

■

■

Eligibility
l..e.u than one )'C:lr or ~tbaccalaure.a" graduate

■

5hNIY in blol~

■

$14.000 &nnu.al i,tlpend
$12,700 annua.J cost~reducaUon allowance
1r an !1.0/Ph.D. Sludenc
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No citiunship requiremtn&s:
U.S. <'itil('n, ma.y ,I.Udy
abrood;

oth•n mUSl sludy In 1ht

studenl.1 or profts..\lonab

UnltooS1ates

Schedule
Applkation deadlinll":
~o,ember 6, 1993
■ Awards announced:
early April 1991
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not in a ft.nded 11rogJ'lkm

eollege senior,;
firSL )l"at graduate students;
11.S., D.0,. D.D.S,. 0.1'.M,
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER j, 199J
GALLERY LOUNGE
BUCKBURN CENTER
7:00-9:00 PM

1994 Competition

■ Thttt-l""' lnlllal
"ith tv.'0-)'(>Ar trtcru:ion

Bis
42.

Ale
of I

Predoctoral Fellowships in
Biological Sciences

Pellowship Terms

1ca

ye.

■

1-"ellow<-hips !It.art:
June 199-hlanua,y 1995

l
I

,,

<

For Program Announcements, EUgibUlty
Guidelines, and Applications
Hughes Pr«ioctoral fello-,hlps
Nadonal Researth Council 1·,11.-'Ship Office
2101 Constilulion A\'enuf
\l'llhlngion, DC 20118
Telephone (202)33-1-:um

I
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THE LADIES OF ALPHA CHAPTER,
DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, INC.

/'/""\~ he University Club is on exciting new program for(ol/ege students. Members re<eive
~ spe(iol benefits eo(h month simply by shopping at Prin(e Georges Plaza. To ;oin,
bring owrrent (ol/ege i.d. to the Customer Service Centerand fill out o form tore(eive o
membership cord. This month, present yourcord of participating Prince Georges Plazastores to
receive these specials:

L

A CCENT H A I R SALON -

Wash, blow dry, rut l curl $25; R,lax,r touch up, wt
lrurl $45.

°'-'--

.....,.,__.....,_
·i.,i..~"!~--=

LHEALTR

T H E

UNIVERSITY

CLU B

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6
ONwidAoci, Bbdbllnt
"'Wlwt'11'1tu/cwHo..tl•rtJ
~ HOlu.iut Rt/rqtt1r

discount on any purchase.

- Freesmollsodawiththe
purchase of any dog and fries .

gel a fr,, medium soda.

E XPR E S S LY PORTRAITS ·

C LE ANERS

MArcc111u W o K
o o

PALA C E

Frss s•x/0" with the purchase of any regular package.

-----

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBEll 7

"WJlor"' "--'l"f. C.

A

v E rc u II!.

- Rsceivs 1096 off all

non-sols msrchandis,.
F L A l"I: ERS - Recsiv, 1096 o/1 r,gularly•
priced items. Exdudes Kids Meals and Combo
packages.

POLrrlCAL AWARENESS
& INVOLVEMENT

PAYLE SS K I D S -2096discountonall
non-sole msrrhandise (for purrhases of S/0 or mor,J,

2096 discount on all non-wle m,rchandise (for
purchases of $10 or moTB).
- Rec,iveo
1096 discount on o/1 jewelry. Exdud,s sal, items.

P l l!:R.Cll"CO PAGODA

G

.,__,..........,

S ER v1cE C E rcTll!:R -

7:00p.m.•NIOp.a.

O O DYEAR AUTO

lub,, oil ond
flits, change with lifB rotation - $34. 95.

HAHN SHOES

-

Receiv, 1096 off any purrhas,.

Exdudes sp,cials.
ROl"l:Al"C 0

11:lO..., • I :30 LIii,

AJcm Robmoa • N11:1 Blatt

WQlllffl•1PolmlMdtnblp~
Btt:nda Coopu • V.P. fo, ~

1!:LIOHT P I Z Z A -

Receive o 1096 discount on any purchase.
STEAK ESCAPE

- ReceiY,a /0'6

discount on total purchase.

- Receive /096off oll

merchandise purchases.

- R1csiY1 /0'60lf
purchases of$100or mo/B. Excludu clearance items
and Ook/sy's.

SUNGLASS H U T

Ho..- SHOPPES - Recsive a/096
discount on any purchase. Valid for cardholders only.

- Re<eivsofrudrinkwith
ths purrhase of asix pack of tacos.

TACO Bl!:LL
IRVING'S SPOR..- SHOP'S -

Receive 1596 off any purchase. Exdudes sal, it,ms.
TOPKAPJ
J B ROBINSON J

- 20%offtotol purchase.

E W E L E RS

- Rscsiv, o2096 discount on all non-sole merchandise.

WHAT'S

Ire

1096 off wall piscss.

L

J

t
t
[

-Buyanycomboand

-25960/lalldrydeaning
orders, including o/t,rations and sho, r,poirs.

POPEYE' S

10096 silk tank tops, two for
$15 and two forSIB; Jewelry, buy twogit one fr,,.

FOX l"l:OOR -

FRIOAY, OCTOBERI

- R,ceiv,a 1096

PAYLESS SHOESOURCE ·
F 1 FTH

llutor~twtc.a4,,.J~t•

l

MORNINGSTAR

FAS HION B u o PLUS - /096off
regularly-priced and p,rmanently marked down
merchandise.

81.dbnFuwn

I

-Receivea/096
discount on all non-wle merrhondise.

BLA C KB E RRY -Rer,iv,a/096
discount on all merchandis,. Exdudes gr,eting cards.
D

\

KAY J E WELERS

LEr«SCRA.FTERS

MO

•

A

FRAl"l:E -

Extra

!
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SPORTS
Bison ground ga1ne overshado-ws ''Air'' sho-w
Sy Edward HIii, J r.
Speeial to The Hilltop

It was billed as the showdown

"Coach [Steve) Wi lson and
the coaching staff had said all
week that we were going 10 run
the ball,'' said Grant, a 6 ·I",

t,(1wecn Alcorn Sta1e's Steve
·Air II" McNair and Howard
(nilersity's Jay "Sky" Walker.
The hype centered around 1hc
1110 top quarterbacks in black
college football promised a
pme full of touchdowns and
•1de-open offensive displays.
Add in 1he fuel that the two
1(3ffi\ had squared off in last
)tar's showdown. with 1he
Bison outlns1ing the Braves 48U.

Yel when it was all said and
done, ii was a ground assault by
Bison running back Rupert
Grant that proved 10 be the dif•crence. Grant punished the
~!corn defense, collecting 161
,( Howard's 252 yards. en route
1.1 a come from behind 38-36
1ic1ory over Alcorn State in the
Fir.,t Annual Gateway Classic at
Su,ch Memorial Stadium in St.
Louis.

,n
1re

photo by Teresa Burnell

Freshman kicker Jason Decuir

225-pound junior from D.C:s
Coolidge High.
The Bison offensive line that
fe:11ures veteran guards, seniors
Kenneth Reese and Sekou
Mitchell: two first-year performers in tackles Robert Bell

. ·t ... or d o w e ?t?
got spin
...

By Monica M. Lewis
op s· af1 Wntor

Our Booters Soccer leam
won the first game oftheirseasoo 111,1 ,,.:ekcnd against the
Sptnl \\eb-.tcr's .:-.'cw World N,l\~tl Academy. They pla) ,tt
Dictionary. Second Collcg.: home thl\ Wcdncsda}: so ,top
Edition, delines it as ·'enthu,i- by nnd help them "boot" their
competition.
sm ,111d loyall) ".
Our Lady Spikers Volley\s .1 Howard Uni\crsity stu•
ball
team looks to be on their
dent. I've nouced that some of
way
to recapturing a champimy peer, ha,e a great deal of
apathy \\hen it comes lo onship. especially after their
Ho,\ard athletic;.. So our teams victory over defending champs
on't ha,e their gnme~ tele- Morgan State l:t,t week. Junior
bed on \BC, 1-,BC, CBS or middle blocker Raquan Wa.,hESPN. So our athletes aren't ington is second in the l'Otmlr}
household names like San m blocks per game.
Our Women's Tunnis team
Diego State's Man;hall Faulk,
is
preparing
for a three-peat, as
Michigan's Jalen Rose, or
Stanford·s Val Whiting. Our they look forward 10 again
athletes are ju,t that. ''our ath- being the queens of tennis in
le~." And despite how many the MEAC.
wins and championships they
Exp,:cu11ion, are high for all
bring in. we should do our best or our other teams, so take
to be at .:,cry game, letting ,ome time out of }Our schedlhem kno"' that we ha,e that ule and make a game, or
Bbon pride.
match, or tournament. And, if
Tomorro". the Bison foot- vour'e not wild about athletics,
ball team will hoM the Rai- ~heer along with our cheerders ofFlorid.i A&M, a peren- leader,. winners of last
nial MEAC powerhouse. Just spring 's J\,1EAC Cheerleading
another game? I don't think so Championships.Our Showand neither docs FAMU. ume Marching Band, who perThey're bringing 16 bus loads formed a halftime show for
of Rattler fans, including Monday Night Football's seaalumnae chapters from Tulla- son-opener nt RFK last month,
hassee. Richmond, D.C.. Bal- sure is something, so when
timore and Philly. ready to they play '"Jabba" y'all belier
~c some noise. Will you be move the stands as you shake
at the game, or will you lcl us your thang!
be embarrassed in our own
In closing, school spirit is
backyard? Think about it.
kind of like Pepsi. you just
But ii doe.sn·, stop at football. got Ill have it!

and Gene Bowers; and secondyear center Daryl Hall deserves
a lot of the credit for the Bison
ground assau lt. Gram, who was
not only named the game's most
valuable player but also MEAC
Offensive Player of the Week,
ran in the second half when he
carried I wo and sometimes three
defenders for five or six yards a
crack.
The game was opened with
Heisman Trophy candidate
McNair taking his team 40 yards
in two plays off a Bison turnover
for an early 7-0 lead.
The Bison countered when
redshirt freshman quarterback
"Pep" Hamilton, in his first
start, took 1he team on a fourplay. 49-yard drive that was culminated by a 15-yard 1ouchdown pass 10 Gary "Flea''
l farrell.
Seventeen seconds later,
Braves pun1 returner Goree
White. a freshman, took the
kick-off 95 yards for 1he touchdown, giving Alcorn a 13-7

advantage.
Enter Walker. After watching the beginning of the game
from the sidelines, Walker led
Howard on a nine-play drive
that ended with a seven-yard
touchdown pass to running back
Phil Simpson.
"Pep did a good job while he
was in there," said Grant. "But
when Jay came in, everyone
seemed 10 relax a lillle more.
You could sense it in the huddle
1he moment he came out."
The scoring went back and
forth between both quarterbacks, including a 34-yard pass
from Walker to his roommate
Harrell. The pass gave the Bison
a 28-22 halftime lead.
Following halflime, the
Bison put together a masterful
drive, covering 90 yards in 11
plays that consumed almost
seven minutes. Grant, as he had
done so often throughout the
game, capped off the drive with
a one-yard run into the end
zone. The score gave the Bison

a 35-22 lead.
"Even though we knew the
game was far from over with
McNair on the other side, there
was a feeling that we had taken
something out of them." said
Grant. Grant's assessment was
right, as McNair led the Braves
on a 56-yard scoring drive,
shaving the Howard lead to 3529.
Walker and Grant again used
up the clock, taking almost six
minutes off, but a 26-yard field
goal anempt by freshman walkon Jason Decuir was blocked,
giving Alcorn another opportunity.
McNair, who had staged
come-from-behind wins over
Southern and Grambling universities this year, was primed
for another, as he put together a
68-yard drive that took up I :54.
McNair ran into the end zone
from six yards out, giving the
Braves a 36-35 lead in the fourth
quarter.
"We have a series in practice

that we call 'Gut Check·," said
Grant. "All I I of us just focused
in on pulling together a drive.
We knew we were going 10
score. but we just wanted to take
some Lime off the clock whi le
doing it."
The plan worked as Grant
accounted for 54 of the 70 yards
in the five-minute drive.
Howard was unable 10 score the
TD, but a 19-yard field goal
attempt by Decuir was good,
giving Howard a two-point lead
with less than two minutes left
in the game. For his game-winning kick, Decuir was named
MEAC Rookie of the Week.
"It was a big win for our program against a quality team,"
said Coach Wilson. "There are
a lot of positive things that can
come out of a win like 1his."
Tomorrow, the Bison will host
the Rattlers of Florida A&M
University. the number two team
in the Sheridan Black College
Football Po ll. Game-time is
scheduled for I p.m.

Gary "Flea" Harrell brings humility to Bison football
By Kisha Riggins

Hilltop Staff Writer
A majority of the students at
Howard Univen;ity are familiar
with the name Gary "Flea" Har
rcll. Almost everyone knows that
the· senior is the highly-touted
wide receiver on the Bison football team. But 1101 everybody
knows that there is more to "the
Flea" than just making spectacular plays on the football field.
Growing up in the streets of
Miami was hard, Ilarrell said,
because of the many temptations
to stray from what was right and
toward what was wrong. But
with the continuing support of
his mother, Jackie Harrell, who
raised him by herself since he
was l 0-years-old, he stayed off
the streets and out of trouble.
"She did a great job because
if it wasn't for her, I wouldn't be
where I am today," Harrell said.
Another reason Harrell stayed
out of trouble was his participa1ion in football. However, it was
not until he was in the eighth
grade that Harrell began 10 play
as part of an organized team.
"When I started playing football, it gave me something to do
instead of being on the streetS,
and it gave me the opportunity to
have positive male influences in
my life," Harrell said.
When Harrell first came 10
Howard, many criticized his relatively small size, saying that his

Any sports stories
or student athletes
you want to see in
THE HILLTOP?
Contact Monica
L is at8064726!!!

5 '7 ", 150 pound frame would ic success. He explained that they
1101 be much help on the football have al ways stressed academics
rield.
rirst, sche<luling practices so that
"One of my biggest athletic players had ample time left for
achievements
studying.
has been to
The coaches
prove my critalso iaught
ics wrong,"
him how 10
Harrell said.
construcAnd proven
tively manthem wrong
age his time.
he has. HarThe
rell's accomsenior
p Ii sh men ts
decided 10
read like a
major
in
"Who's Who
marketing
because of
Among Col•
lege Football
his fascinaPlayers.'' Durtion with
t)
ing his freshbusiness.
man
year,
"l am
Photo by Teresa Burnell majoring in
Harrell led the
marke1ing,
nation in punt
Gary "Flea" Harrell
which
is
returns. And
his achievements have been rec- weird because I am generally a
ognized, as he has been named 10 shy person,'' Harrell said. "In
the First-Tham All-Mid-Eastern marketing, you have 10 ialk a 101.
Athletic Conference for the past But one of my goals in life is to
three years. Currently, Harrell is become a chief executive offion his way to breaking a Howard cer." Tun years from now, Harrell
record for 48 receptions in one sees himself retired from the
season. So far. Harrell is averag- National Football League and
preparing himself 10 become
ing eight recepfions a game.
Despite his many on-rield CEO of the Allanta Falcons franaccomplishments, there is more chise.
10 "The Flea'' than just athletic
Harrell said that 1wo significant events have shaped his life.
success.
"'My biggest accomplishment One occurred during a football
of all will be 10 graduate in May," game against Morgan State in
his freshman year. While he does
Harrell said.
He credited the Bison football not remember the specific statiscoaching staff with his academ- tics he had in the game, Harrell

•

I
-•

does know that he played very
well.
"It was a big game, and lam
very happy that I helped the team
by performing well," Harrell
said.
The other significant event in
Harrell's life was the birth of his
daughter, Jasmine, two years ago.
Harrell said that because of his
daughter, succeeding is very
important to him.
Besides spons, there are many
aspects of Harrell that make him
stand out.
"I just want everybody to
know that I'm human and I'm a
caring person," he said. "I will
always give back 10 my commu•
nity."
Harrell admilled that despite
his obvious talent, he is a humble person. Harrell believes that
his biggest strength is, in fact. his
humility because he knows that
one day he might fall down.
"Everybody on the team looks
up to Flea because he is an explosive player. I just wish more people knew that Flea always looks
out for the next man and his
height isn't nearly as big as his
heart," said Bison wide receiver
Jimmy Cunningham.
Harrell offers some words of
advice: stay focused, never look
back and always go straight
ahead.
"I am a religious person. I
look to God everyday to wake me
up, keep me on track and support
me," Harrell said.

Tae Kwon Do team enjoys new titles
By Tiffany M. Jackson

Hilltop Staff Writer
Howard University's Tae
Kwon Do team now has a few
more titles under its bell after
competing in the Black Belt
USA Invitat ional in Raleigh,
N.C., on Saturday, Sept. 25.
Sherman Spinks, team cap1ai11, placed 2nd in the Men's
Middle Weight black belt division. Spinks, who competed in
Mexico this past August and won
a gold medal in the Men's Middle Weight black
belt division, proclaims that the
c urrent team is the best Tae
Kwon Do team Howard has had
since the l980s.

Other winners included Stan member Patrice Remarck travCarlyle-2nd place Men's Light eled 10 New York this sununer
Weight in the yellow belt divi- and competed in the World
sion, Senodja Sundiata- 2nd Championship at Madison
place Women's Heavy Weight in Square Garden. while Sherman
the yel low belt division, Mark Spinks, Morris Hodge. Harold
Baker-3rd place Men's Welter Houston and James Green par* the I992-1993
Weight in the black belt divi- ticipated in
sion, Bola Oleyele-3rd place National Competitions this past
Heavy Weight in the black belt May.
With a successful competition
division and Milton Jackson- 3rd
place in the Men's Light Weight behind them. the team is now
yellow belt division. Other mem- training for the 1993 National
bers of the team are: James Collegiate 1burnamen1 1ha1 will
Green, Harold Houston, Morris be held in Louisiana on Oct. 30.
This semester brought along
Hodge, Andre Victorian and
some new add ii ions 10 this year's
Patrice Remarck.
Howard's Tae Kwon Do club team, explained Spinks. 8111 with
is composed of an array of tal- a liule hard work, the Tue Kwon
ented and skilled students, many Do team is guaranteed to have:a
of whom are black bells. Tham successful season.
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Chemical Banking Corporation would like
you to take a minute to consider the
, advantages of a career with us.
· We believe it's an
I
ideal time to join an
institution committed to an environment marked by teamwork, accountability, innovation, openness and empowerment that provides an
opportunity for personal challenge and growth.
Explore the possibilities.
Interested Juniors
and Seniors are
invited to join our
representatives to
discuss career
opportunities in:
• Banking & Corporate Finance
• Middle Market Banking New York
• Retail Banking
•GEOSERVE (Operating Services)
• Middle Market
1
BankingNew Jersey
I

Tuesday, October 5, 1993
School of Business
Faculty Lounge,
Room 585

•
1

6:00 P.M.
Reception to follow.

~CHEMICAL

An equal opportunity employer.
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}lre men ignored in tlie a6ortion ae6ate?
'l)o men aeserve as mucli of a say as
women on •uJfi etfier to liave an a6ortion
or not? '!fi a t question is e~aminea in tliis
weef('s Yl.ft ertfiougfits se{ection, a sfiort
stonJ tfiat poses tlie question: Voes refi9ion ever ove rstep its 6ouru£aries?

More slavery Than Freedom
J3y !J(ha'l.i !J(andi.a <W!/att
John was a Christian nncl he knew he hacl clone dirt having
«x before he wns marriccl ancl all. but now he hacl to face the
consequences. Ancl as far as he wa<J conocrnccl, abortion was
the only mtelltgcnt way to handle the situntion. But Deena was
1 Catholic. No nbortions nllowccl. Her priest had told her thnt
bumen I.re hacl to be respected from it's conception. From the
my 8"C<>nd sperm unitccl with the egg.
\Vhcnen•r she would mention the&e thinir- to John, he
..-ould ,quint h~ eye• like the sun was right there before him,
1udgmg his thoughts and confusion nbout
how a man who couldn't even have sex.
uole~ II was with a spiritually-ill woman
,e-,lung comfort or with an innocent altar
Loy, could understand the panic or
despair at the notion of having a child
when there is no possible way to take care
c thatchild.
What could be more disrespectful than
ba-,ng a child grow up neccling shoes
,.,tbout hole" m the bottom or neccling
'1'tte than a spoonful of whatever food
uld be thrown together? \Vhat could
k won,e tlwn a child bemg pu.....,cl fran
liome to home until he or she wns 18 and
the .sy•tem had no more use for the child
busc they hod already done their job.
Where would Fnther whot's his name be
then?\Vhen "BY ✓INY,JfF.ANS NECESSARY" became a wny of survivnl thot
nimped up and spit m the Scriptute<t he
iaugbt during around-the-clock masses.
Or did the good priest know that there
a clifferenc< between the Creator nnd
, .!tort elderly man tn a llowing white
nil,e
'1th a shiny gold cross dangling from his
cec:l<? As far a.s John could sec, wasn't no
Gm P-O-P-E. The Pope was a man like
lllY other ancl he was all the way in Italy
tr)~ng to run Job n's life in America,
,pccifically \Vashington D.C. Judging by
the way everybody behavccl when be
came to the the States on his Papal visit,
JOU would've thought Je~u,. bacl come
hack hve and in concert.
But John wasn't impressed. It wasn't
that be clisrcspectccl the Pope or even the
C.tholic religion because the Pope and all
ihe other tbou<1Bnds of priests ancl cardinals were worthy of the
Utln0$1 respect. Not for what they were or what they did, but
because they were human beings and that was the only reason.
None of them was God or even came close despite the way
people carried their pcclestalccl crucifixes on their backs and
,,nt to scc them to gain forgiveneas for every lit.le guilt.
John's mama, daddy.
grandma and grsndaddy on both aides made sure he knew that
there wu only one God if anybody should nsk. So he dido 't
ttally want to bear what Deena's priest had told her through a
.!uouded reel velvet
<Urtain. Unfortunately, it was her best defense or escape when•
Cl-er John mentionccl abortion .
not getnng an abortion so I wish you'd stop bringing it
up: n's not an option.
Deena sat Indian-style against the old wooden post her
cn,ndmother usccl to hang laundry from, arm<t cradlccl over her
~reathing stomach.
"It's my life too, Deena: I got the money. ...I 'll go with dammit listen to me I"
She had turnccl away from John's lashingworcls. How
tnany more times did she have to go throu gh this convcr<1Btion
"'th him before he realizccl it was a waste of precious time.
"Listen for what?" sh e screamed. •1t·s not ns easy as you

•rm

tlunk it;.,:
"It doesn't have to be ha rel if you listening to whot I'm say·

iog:
"You mean telling? John I've already told you what my
dCC1$ion is."
"h's my life too."
"Did you also know it was mine? Do you even core? You
&ct like this doesn't alTect me so let me tell you-"
•1don't neccl this right now Deena."
"Well neither do I. I have enough to worry about with this
duld I'm carrymg inside me. I don't neccl to take cure of you
loo.

~-•

"I'm a child? You're the one that refuses to even listen, self'Get away from me!" Deena yelled.
"You know this isn't r ight!"
'Get away from me."

~

"I don't need this."
"Then leave us alone."
John trudgccl awsy. heed bowccl to the angry summer storm
beating on his shoulders, reflecting bis thoughts in the dirty
puddles. He wondered if she hacl gotten in the house before the
rain had started. l'vlaybe she had slipped and fell running to the
house. He bated himself for even thinking it, but thing's were
tight and she wasn't listening to anything or anybody else.
Except that "holy" terror.
The longer he walked, the harder it was to tell tbe rain•
drops from his tears. Ever since he was little. he hnd always
cried whenever be was angry. Why the hell - or better yet,
why in God's name wouldn't she listen to what he felt? Deena
could always be difficult, but since the day tbnt pregnancy test
came out positive, she had been wor.se than her monthly right.
lf she would have remembered to take that piJI.. ..They came in
different colors so a girl would know when to take it.
John stood under the ,:,wning of the old dosed-down bar on
3rd Street, watching the wind blow helpless leaves from the
trees and empty milk cartons down the street in f-ront of him. It
coulcln't have been his fault.
It seemed simple enough, but putting on that condom could
be a terrible thing when opened legs were staring you in the
fnce and the •mell of anlicipatlon was dripping down her thigh
like Chinese wntcr torture. calling out to a need a piece of rubber wa .. a bitch to cover. John ftg>ired he might have ripped a

wasn't something to be done. It was other people's familjes that
had abortions: respectable, upstanding ones pulled through and
raisccl respectable, upstanding children who beat the odds and
made the family proud to have gone through all the hell in the
first place. Well for all of their trouble, Frankie bed a mother
who was busy being eighteen, Mrs. Polly had arthritis and ten
years olT ofber life and Mr. Polly had an empty space in his
bed sooner than he sbou Id have. All for the sake of upholding
ridiculous petty appearances that caused lives to be livccl with
the footnote of other people's opinions.
John tore into the renewed storm, hell-bent for Deena's,
de(ying her under his brenth for not listening to his reason . He
had never been one to suffer nobly or worry much about what
other people thought of him or his circumstances. But Deena
hacl walkccl around for two-months arguing with him about
why she cotildn't or wouldn't keep it, bound by the unreturn•
able forgiveness of"fifty hail mary mother of grace's" to keep it
and do the best she could for it and herself. Even though "it"
wa.s little more than a promisccl struggle.
His truth was just a stressful hindrance to her peace of mind
and her bickering words let John know she was lost in confu sion. She wns about as ready to be a mother as John was to be
a father. He didn't care about the dirty-lookccl "hrumphs" of
the faded yellow eye~ of the old bitties on his block, but they
wer e 1ust the type oflooks Deena was all too worried about.
He bad to make Deena see that her way out of their mess was
more slavery than freedom. It couldn't be
anything else. A baby was coming, w·ould
be born and call them mama and daddy
'til the day they were buried. A chain
around any independence they could
have. John could hear it rattling every
time Deena pullccl him to her stomach to
feel the baby kick.
Their child. Their son. Their daughter.
Their child who would leave home
and come back again. Long enough to g,,t
on their feet and flash an attitude because
now they were old enough to follow their
own rules in their house where they
shouldn't have to pay rent becnuse they
were still your little baby.
John knew the scenario well because
he hod lived it the last two yen rs. Now on
top of everything else, he bad to deal with
the truth that that good job he planned on
getting wouldn't be there without the
piece of paper certi(ying he had run the
obstacle course that colleg,, was truly
meant to be. That job at the burg,,r grill
he was thinking of taking to pay bis par•
ents' rent was going to turn out to be the

hole in it from rushing. But all that was neither here nor there
because that baby was on the way, and no one seemed to care
much wbot he thought about it.
It's her body John. It's her life John. That's what every
woman he knew and didn't know seemed to~ out of their way
to tell him. They poked their beads out of doors ancl stopped
him in the store. But what about him? It was Deena's life until
it was timefor him to buy something for the baby that he didn't
have the money to get and then he would be a deadbeat, no
good. trifling, typical sonofabi-cb who only carccl about himself. That didn't care for his own child the way a father should.
It wouldn't matter that he had told anyone who would listen
months before that he wasn't ready to be a father.
"You alright son?"
John looked up through the dripping water falling off the
awning at the scarf-headed woman standing in front of him.
The rain had stoppccl, and he realized he must still be crying.
He untwistccl the scowl from his young face and wiped the
tears from the side of bis nose.
"I'm alright Mrs. Polly."
"Sure now?"

"Yeah, just thinking."
"Grandma, why he crying?•
"Hush your mouth, child."
He watchccl Mrs. Polly hobble after her grandson all the
way down the street. Looking under benches he'd already
crawled out from under to climb on top of somebody's lookinglike-new BMW. And logging tircclly to the car to fmd that he
had scrambled across the street weaving between cars slowing
clown for his foolishness.
She had to be closer to the rest home or the grave than the
fifty or so yenrs her smooth caramel cheeks said she was. Here
she was chasing after an unruly child she done spoiled rotten
with something his parents couldn't give him, but then again,
they weren't much older than Frnnkie and younger than John.
Nissa had come home pregnant when she was thirteen . Mr.
Polly had told her that he wasn't going to be nobody's 111,we and
that if she was old enough to make the problem she was old
enough to abide by it. He had told Mrs. Polly that same thing,
but she couldn't help herself. Nissa hacl wantccl to have an
abortion, but Mr. and Mrs. Polly wouldn't hear of it. It just

job he would struggle with anyway.
Damn that girl's weak mind. Her
priest 3Aicl it was murder. Her friends said
it was her choice. She doesn't want to be
a murderer. But what about how he felt?
Murder?
He pickccl up the biggest rock be
could find on the side of the curb, rubbing
its cclges, feeling for a resolution in bi.,
tired hands. But it wasn't 8 crystal ball he
could look in to g,,t the salve of under·
standing. It was just as cold as the silent
fury he kept huddled up inside the darkened corners of his
soul. The spectrumed colors of tbe plate glas.s window made his
face glow in their mocking serenity. Of all the p laces to go he
had come to this modern-day plantation that offered guilt for
frecclom. A guilt that he bad no power over yet it would
change hi11 very ex1stence as he knew it. He was a man who
didn't own his own future, and what be did have was rolling
slowly down his furled up cheeks . He stood on the tiny manicured lawn below that window staring at the fmely-crafted
potron saint staring as peacefully and delicately as the colored
glass be was made of.

,tl.furdtrl?

Frcccloml
He had worked himself to a rebellious frenzy complete with
the accompaniment of drumming thunder and calling rain
Frcccloml convulsing and winding to its wicked melody in the
dark stor m . Then quick ns white lightning, the rock was gone,
hurtling through the thickened air with a fast erratic 0ight,
crashing through the heart of the saint in shattered acrimony.

Frcccloml
John heard it clank to the ground as be ran around the side
of the parish. Each step he took was slower than the last until
finally he stopped. He could destroy as much as he wanted, cry
and throw rocks and this world be damned. but his life was still
not his own. He was claimed, and worse than that he knew it.
And whatever little bit he could do about it nobody cared to
hear. H is every step from now on would be bound by the cha in
rattling in Deena's swollen belly. He was ifn owned slave without hope ofbl.\}'lng bnck his freedom and all he would l,ave is
the sly, backh anded silent victories that thrown rocks or late
nights out would afford to h im . But none of these 11mall victo•
ries he could take for the rest ofh~ life would make up for
everything that was taken from him. In the name of the Father,
The Son and a PriC<lt from St. Matthews Parish who offerccl
guilt for action, forgiveness for common sense.
John 11'fld partly to blame for the problem, but he had no
say in its solution. He bad nowhere to run to and no more
plens to make. He was broken. A slave without even the hope
sung about in the u,aJe 1i1 the wattr spirituals and not a chance
in this world to buy back his freedom.
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Cord;a/ly ; ; ; ; you to the

STUDENT GC?>VERNMENTS, STUDENT COUNCILS,
PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS ORGANIZATIONS AND
SOCIETIES, FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES, HONOR
SOCIETIES, STATE CLUBS, SOCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS AND CLUBS, STUDENT
POLITICAL GROUPS, RELIGIOUS GROUPS AND ALL
OTHER CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS.

STUDENT LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE
rmour ?• ljlackburn eenter 74uditorium
Theme: "Creating A High Performance Team
In Your Organization"

THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUDENT CLUSTER I S SPONSOR ING A
CONTEST FOR ALL RECOGNIZED CAMP U S ORGANIZATIONS TO

Saturday, October 9, 1993

AWARD STUDENT CLUSTER'S H.U. STUDENT ORGANIZATION OF

Registr ation & Breakfast: 8:15am - 9:00am
9:00am -1 2 :00pm
Conference:
12:00pm - 2:00pm
Luncheon:

THE YEAR. THE AWARD WILL BE BASED ON THE EFFECTIVENE S S AND EFFICIEN C Y OF THE ORGAN I ZAT I ON. IF INTERESTED,
PLEASE ATTEND STUDENT CLUSTER'S

S essions will be facilitated by the Howard University Corporate Cluster members.

Student Leadership Conference in the Armour J.
Blackburn Center Auditorium on Oct. 9, 1993. More
details will be given out at the conference.

Please R.S.V.P. by October 2, 1993 by either r eturning your response to:
H. U. Student Cluster

P.O. Box 293
Administration Building
Washington, DIC. 20059
or call:
Tanya Bryant - (202) 865-2368
Carleton A. Coleman - (202) 865-8723

BEING #1 CAN WIN YOU MONEY$$$$$, ONLY IF
YOUR ORGANIZATION IS GOOD ENOUGH AND

):t

Your Participation is encouraged

* --

THOROUGH ENOUGH.

•

With ...__,,you
With these, you
can save foryears. can save ri~ t now.
•
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Appk Modniosb
CokJr Classic• ,f/txJ, Bui/I.in JU' Color
,llo11iJOr6Apflkk)6oardll.

$975

~ PbwerBoolt .. 1458 ,f/00,
/Ju,b-in Kl)ooard and 1cr Bac/d11 Sup,r

Tu:isOton«bronw Di,play

$1325

'I
I
I
I

'
l

•

I

I
''
'I
I

I

1bat pennyjar on yourdresw

Appk Moanto,b
JJ: Ill -(3), ~Bask Color
,\lonilor 6 ~ Ke)6oard IL $1280

Appl#1,/acinlo,b Omtris .. 6/0
4//IJ, l,ppk Bask Color MoniJor 6
Appl# E:amdtd Ke)6oardJJ. $1525

Now, you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh" per- just how affordable a Macintosh can be, visit your Apple Campus
sonal computers. You can also get special student financingwitl1 ilie Reseller today. And discover the power more college students .;.
Apple"Computer Loan·-to make owninga Mac• even easier. To see choose. Thepower of Macintosh. The power to beyour best~ . ..

Il

I

'I
I

For more information visit the University Bookstore
.or contact Artemis Koger at 806-6656 from 9:00-4:30, Mon-Fri.
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ELI LILLY & COMPANY
HOWARD ALUMNI ('89 & '91)

PRESENT:

ENGINEERING

THANKS

"LIVING A DOUBLE STANDARD IN
CORPORATE AMERICA"
October 7, 1993, 12:00-1:00p.m.

DAVID BOWMAN

&

Chemical Engineering

&

RESUME' CRITIQUING & INTERVIEWING TIPS

October 7, 1993, 1:00-2:00 p.m

MONIQUE WILLS

Bring Resume's

Chemical Engineering
In the Engineering Library/ School of Engineering

FOR THEIR HARD WORK

Light refreshments will be served

THIS PAST SUMMER
AT THE END OF THE SEMINAR A DRAWING
WILL BE HELD AND 2 BOOK SCHOLARSHIPS
WILL BE GIVEN AWAY!!!

HOWARD
UNIVERSITY

HOWARD U NIVERSITY RECRUITING TEAM
ELI LILLY & COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS. IN

"The difficulty in life is the choice."
GEORGE MOORE

8

~1¥!0~!,~!,,~!0~!!~
~ (!l_,l

1993

STUDENT LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE
1'lrmour ?• ljlack burn Center Auditorium
Theme : "Creating A High Performance Team
In Your Organization"

Saturday, October 9, 1993
Registration & Breakfast: 8:15am - 9:00am
9:00am -12:00pm
Conference:
12:00pm - 2:00pm
Luncheon:
Sessums will befacililated by the Howard University Corporate Cluster members.

I

Investigating you r professional options
is not easy. Finding the proper place
in which co pursue chem is nor much
easier. Founded in 1869, we·vc long
devoted ourselves to creat ing just such a
place. An investment bank that is
uniquely in tune with the abilities and
aspirations of the people who compr ise
it. Where high professional standards
are reflected i n p ri ncip led everyday
praccices. Where employees recei ve the
support and attcnrion of the firm and
wbere clients receive the commitment
and dedication of every individual within
ir. Where a variety of career opportunities
are avai lable for ind ividuals from a wide
range of backgrounds. And where chose
who choose to accerc the challenges of the
rask before chem are chose who achieve
both personal and professional growrh.
Goldman Sachs

,

Please R.S.V.P. by October 2, 1993 by either returning your response to:
H . U. Student Cluster
P.O. Box 293
Administration Building
Washington, DIC. 20059

or call:
Tanya Bryant • (202) 865-2368
Carleton A. Coleman • (202) 865-8723

* Your Participation is encouraged * - -

WATCH FOR FU RTHER INFORMATIO N.

,n

Goldman $.ldn, .t.n ~ual oppommity (mplO}"r. docs not ditcrimin,ue
cmploymmt on any b.uit 1lu1 b prohibited by fccknl, ,utc ot ioca.1~w.

October 1, 1993
THE HILLTOP

B10

HILLTOPICS
All RlLCl'OPICs are due, paid
in full, the Monday before publica tion.
Announcements by campus organi7.a•
tlons for metlin~ seminars or non•
prom e,~nlS are free for 10 words or
less and $1 for e,-ery addilionnl r.,-e
" 'Ord~ Campus announctmenls for

profll are charged as indMduals.
Individuals advertising for the purpose
of announcing a service, buying or selling are charged $5 for the r.rst lO words
and SI for e,-ery additional rove " w ds.
Local companies are charged $10 for
lhe r.rst 20 words and $2 for every
words lherenfler. Personal ads are $2
for the r.rst 10 " o rds a nd $1 for every
additional fin wor~
ANNOUNCEMENTS
HAN SOLO & SELMO
The
Official Aller Gnme Party the Big fall
Bash. Salurday Oct. I, 9pm-3;30 a m.
Fin;1 100 Ladies ITet. $3ofT before 11.
w/ this ad or flyers. Touchdown C lub,
20tb&L NW.
You "ant to be ln a movie? Come cor•
reel. Audition for Hansolo"s Mr.
Lovermen, Friday 10/1, 9am-Jpm.
Blarkburn Auditorium. Audi1ion gunr•
antee )'Ou"II au1on1atically qualify as an
extra. •(Restrictions applical>le) (202)7730805. Con1edians also wanted.
The Brolhers or Alpha Phi Alpha
Fralemily Inc., Beta Chapter present:
"Once again i.fs on" Friday Oct. I a1 the
Touchdown Oub, 20th & L, N.\Y. 10 p.m.
Until•..$5/$3 for !>die.< 84 11.
ATTENTION: Marl<eting /\ssoci:llion
Mee1.ing. Thunday, September 30lb 5-6
pm. School of Business Rm. 548.
Aris and Sci,nctS Student Cound l
General Body Meeting 7: 15 pm October
6. Human Ecology Aud11orium.
Arts & Sciences Students interested in
Market Research Slop by room 106
Blackbum. Ask >bout P and G.
H.U Movie Serie.<:
Oct 1- Col0r.1: Oct 15• Cooley High: Nov
5- The Wi.z: Nov 19 - Sparkle. 7:30 &
9:30pm in Ille Blackburn Auditorium
All HU Music Groups! Submit 01pes 10
Elsa Lathan ror lhe Homecoming New
Tolen! Showcase during the How:udks1.
Questions? Call 806-4510/5932. Ask fur
Elsa.
To all Masiers & Doctoral Grndua~
Students. Third year Law & founh year
Med & Dent students. The Graduate
Student Assembly W:lllts 10 provide program support to you. Please call us with
)'Our specific needs :u 806-655 1 or stop by
lhe GSA office, M,F, 11-5. Blackbum
Center· Rm 111
Abram Harris Economic Society,
Every Isl & 3n1Thursday or the month. 6
pm. A~mic Suppon Building • b.
Eoonomics Department, 313.
GAY STUDENTS cso students 10 revive
Howard's GAY/Bl S-ruDENT ORGANIZATION! I[ )'Ou're Gay, Bi & out.
PLEASE ca!l202/466-1677 & leave
de1niled message (confiden1.ial). PEACE!
ATTENTION all students in need of
Scholarships. HUSA Scholarship Data
Bank is up and running. Oon'1 pay hundreds or dollars ror scholarship info. from
outside companies lh.11 HUSA is providing
FREE OF CHARGE. Corne by the
HUSA office aJld m1 out a form todai<
Black Business Olrtttories are ready!
Pick )'Olli' up in lhe HUSA office loday!
HUSA presents: The Awake Ledure
Series. Con,e out on Oct. 3, 4, & 5 and
hear positive brothers and sis1ers. Watch
lhe Hilltopics for more info.
The Jn1emat'I Student Summil will be
held Oct. 8- IO<h. HUSA .-is ,,,luntecrs!
Stop by lhe HUSA office; ask for Marilyn

r,,,,

IIJfARCll
lfORMAlm
llrgnt l.lbmy of h~0111riln In U.S.
19.tll TOf!CS • ALL SUBJECTS
o-t1er catalog !omy W'th v.sa I MC '" COO

ili!N~• aoo-351-0222
Or. rush $2.00to: Rtlurch lnlormatlon

11322 ldallo Ave n.<Yi,A_ Los Angolos, CA 9002S

or Regine.
HIP-HOP
DANCE CLASSf-.S COMING SOON!!!
The Cuhuml lnilintive, Inc.
202-<i674l384
Here is , ·our cha nce a t sta rdom. Be a
par I ora brand n~ 1ele, ision s h°'~~
'fravel a nd generate a n outstanding

sala ry fo r yourself. Looking for studenlS
from Memphis-Nash ville 'rN,
Pillsburgh-Philadelpltia PA, Richmond
VA. Green.sboro-Raleigh-Chnrlolle 1'C
and Houston TX. (301)-134-7963 or
(202)43-1 2907
Arc you rcody 10 "AWAKEN TiiE
MECCA" and malce a difference on
Howard's campus? If so please contact
Timika Lane, Programs Dircc1or 31 8066918.
OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNllY,
INC., ALPHA C HAPTER, "ould like 10
thank all those who participated in "AIDS
WALK","SHOOTHOOPSNOTGUNS",
and '"OMEGAS ON 1llE AVE,'"
THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT!!!
MTV M USIC TELEVISION: Lip
Service Audilion BE ON MTV
• Prepare 3 3 minute lip-synched/choreographcd routine. •use an upbeat song
cum:ntly playing on MTV
•3 or 5 people per group •Must be 18-2.'i
•Bring a cassette tape of )OUr song• no

co·s

"1tam< w,11 be judged on perfurmancc.
originality, and sense or humor
WIN COOL PRJZES!
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
TUE. OCT. 12
5-7PM
BLACKBURN READING 1..O\JtlGE
SIGN UP IN STIJDENf ACOvmES
CENTER
806-7000
Questions? Call the liocline (212) 258·
7487
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENT
IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES ANO
COLLEGES Tu All Nominating
Committee Represen1a1h-es: The second
committee meeting will be held on
October 6, 1993 at 1 l:30A.M. in room
148, Blackbum Center. Plea.se RSVP ,1
806-7000. The rollO\\ing Student Councils
have noc appointed reprcscnuu1vcs; Social
Work. Allied Health, Architecture.
Communications. Medicine. Nursing.
Ph3tnl3C)( & Graduate S1uden1 A~sembl).
REMINDER: Who's Who Applic,ilions
:ll1' due loda)I Oc1ober I. 1993.
Look for the UGSA calender. It is all that
and a bag of chips.
NMCP-Howard Uni,-ersity Oup1er will
host a membership drive on lhe yard on
Oct. 6, 93. (Dues are S5 for 93,94)
Campus Forum with Dr. Jenifer will be
held on Oct. 7.93 at 6:00 in Douglil.~S Hall
Room 116-117. i,;.,. members are wel

come.
NMCP- H.U cruipter's Membership
Conunittee will meet Toda:,; Oct. I, ·93 in
School of Business Rm. 200 al 6:00pm.
New members are "-'Clconle.
Interested in helping the School or
Business Junior Class? Sign up in the
Student Council"s office now!
PHASE 2 '"A CelebrationofL.o,'C in
Oirist" A Night or FelloW>hip, Song and
Dance. Bringing Tugclhcr lhe Chri<tian
Conununi1y or HO\\'Ml Uni,..,rsit)(
October I. 1993, 7:00pm The Punch Out,
Blackbum C.nter. Come one. Con,e
All!!! '"A Join1 Chris1ia.n Mini~try Joint..
For more information. Conu,c1 Micheal
\\l,rslcy 31 202-806-7292 or 202-529-573-1
The NAACP Howard Chapter's 2nd general body mee1ing. Oc:1ober 7th in
Ooug}3SS liall 116-117. All Arc \¼loome.
Spanish Club: tor funher inform:llion :o,k
for O\antenia, Locke Hall 350, 806-6758
THE BROTHERS 01' KAPPA
ALPHA PSI FRATERNfr Y INC.. Xi
CHAPTER and AETNA LIFE AND
CASUALTY inv.1e studenh ,nieres1ed 111
assisung area youth 10 "Saturday
Academy" Oct. 2, 1993 School of
Business 9am- I2pm
Zeta Phi Beta is sponsoring Zora Neale
Hurston Reading Hour. K.D. Lewis

CLEC CANVASS NETWORK a progress:h-e 1elcfundmi..sing organi,..ation litt-h1•
ing 10 make a difference! 0,11 today (202)
828-0905. Dupont Circle.
ATI"ENTION: 10-3(l people n<-~
"Ama,.ing Opportunity A.,011s!" SSOO/Sk
m<>n1hly without selling/1311.mg. (202)bllu4m. e,.1. 371 (24 hour>!
·-Math and English tutors needed for 4th,
5th and 6th g,,iders. SS.00 per/hr. Needed
for Tues.• Wed.. and TI1ur. after 4:00pm.
Experienced IUIOC> preferred. Call Dr. H,11
or Ms. Fonl•Bool.cr a, (202)806-5199.
Le.ave )'OUf name and number.
Tutors needed. Give lhe g,fi of lilenicy
The Delta Adult Literacy Council i, a non•
profil orgru1i1..ation of ,'()luntec~ dedicated
10 helping odulL< imprtm: their re,lding &
writing <Lill,. ,\dulL< who can rcoJ and
ha,,: a dc,ire to help others are encouraged
to 1u1or those adults who cannot read and
wri1c. Rcgi(jter for a l5 hour tutor truin1ng
wonshop. 'There is a S25 (¢C used to
defray the cost or materials. Worl<.,hops
are scheduled for Oct. 13.20.27 and Nov.
3, 1993. From 6:30109:30prn at
MelJ"01'0litan Baptist Chureh. 13th and R
Streets Nw. For more infornu1ion call
(202) 462-3588.
information.
International Mruketing Company is
Come LI.Ff EVERY VOICE in the
looking
tor PR rep<, 1elcm3rketers and
UGI.. :ll 6pm• Thursd3y. (lbastnu.<ters)
m.ui,,1ing
r,ps. <E=llent F'f and fT
The Show Me Swe Oub will mee1
income,;!) Benefits .,..,L,ble. For more
Thurs. Oct 7th a16pm m Douglass Hall
in~- Call Mr. William, at 202-508-1460
The IndiJJ13 State ~iation will meet
OJ WANTED!!! Hip Hop- Rocka.< •
Thurs. Oct. 1th at 6:30 pm ,n Douglas.
Old School · House. Submn ,ape, 10
Hall Rm. 133. Please be there!
Howard Uruvcn.ity. OMEGA PSI PHI
Peace Corps Rep<. will be on Campus on
FRATERNITY INC.. ALPHA CHAl'Tues. Oct 5th (Sch of Allied Health) and
TER.
HOWARD UNIVERSITY PO.
Thurs OcL 7th (Sch. or Engl Stop by the
BOX 486, WASHlNGTON. DC. 20059
info. table and~ wha1 O\'tf'SCtili expcri•
WANTED: People who nc:<:d more
ax:e ~ in ,tore for you!
money
"ilhou1 selhng/lallmg. H, hr, 3
THE HILLTOP BOARD IS MISSING
"eek.
$500-$2000
monthly (202)686YOU: No appointment ha,-e been rccci,.ed
47TI
357 (24hl'$.)
(b,11hr OjJiu ofSrud,111 Ac1fri1i,s) from
\l,luntcers Needed 10 help with Arts and
the following .iudent council presidenu,:
Sciences
'Jeacher Ernluations. Meet m
Architecture, Dentistry. Engineering.
front
of
Founders
Saturda)' Oc1. 2, 12pm
Nursing. and Social Work. The next
orcall
806-7009/10.
Hilltop Boord Meeting is l,Cheduled tor
FR.EE TRIPS AND MONEY!! lnd1vOctober 141h. You must prmitlr opJX)ilfliduab and SIUdenl Clq?nmzali<>n> \\:lflled
mtnr in/ormmion to the Oj/ke ofSrudelll
10 promote the Hocte,,t Spflng Bne:ik
Ac1fritits. prior to smJing someont ro the
~lina.tioo,. call the nation's lcackr. lmer•
m«ti1tg. tr you h;.l\'C que~tiorl. plea.~ conC;unpu, Prop:am> 1-800-.127.WIJ
lact M,. \\~!kins at 806-7000.
The l'GSA Grievan..:c Con1n1111ee nee'4
ATfENTIO:-1: STUDENT ORGAN fl.A•
YOU! For more inform.:uion cont~
TIONS: Want 10 "'" money and be the
Sharee Tu,,nsend. Grie,.nce Director at
H.U Srudenl Clq?Mi.t.ation of the Ye:ir'I If
806-6918.
)'OU think your organization is good
Tu1ors/J\1en1ors needed for Step b) Step
enough and thorough enough. appl) and
Program 31 80)"' Oub # 10. Challenging
see if )OU1l win! For more infornution
opportunity for dedicated people. 14th and
anend Student Leadership Conference on
Florida Ave. Plea>< oontact Jennifer :u
Oct. 9. 1993.
(202)
332-6214.
ATTENTION!
Student Clq?aniz•
Attention: Volunteers needed lor "Brother
mions. H.U Student Clu,1er "spom0<ing
10 Brother.'" I[ intereMcd, cnll S)dney Hall
a Student Leadership Conference on
SJ1urda)< October 9. I993 m the Armour J. or Brett Allen a, 806-7009
l'ORSALE
Blxlburn Univers,_it)· Center Auditorium.
All oipni,,11i.-,- are cncournp ,., p,rticOISCOUN r FURNITURE: Desk:..
chair., book:.hehes. tables, file<. -.ofa.,.
1pa1e. For more infurm.11ion. call
bed~. drc~sers. li"U\g room set~. nlOO!.
(202)865-2368 or (202)865-8723
Deli,-er>; Bu) or Rent. 301-699-ITIS.
AT!c.'ITION ! The Undergraduate
1\\-in Bed FOR SALE: Ei<cellclll
Students seeking daycare. Please conuct
Sharee Town;eoo. Gricvance Oircc1or of
Cond11ion: $75 or be,t ofrer. Call 667•
587~ and a.,~ for Bobb) or lea,,: mc,u~e.
UGSA 01 806-6918.
FORRt:NT
SERVICES
ASAP TYPL'IG. Arc yoo fru,1r.11ed
I.Arge room for rent. H=.ml &
becouse )'OU can'1 type? Oo you ha,e a
Geoflli3 A,-e. area.,. W/W. W-D. W/C parlially rcllO'ated. qu1c1. corwemen1 S~25
hectic won. ,.;hedule? Get your paper
u,clud<s uUhllb. C,11462-7456
lypcd '" (24 hou" or le") Re.....011.lblc
mtt~. Fif't come/lil"\L ~f\cd. So K1 fa.,1.
NC\\ly reno-ated room, tor n:nt $3-00 per
(Call ASAP TYPING nl ~ 16<>1)
month. Near Ho--ard Uni\-,,-.,iy. Cootn<:I
PROFESSIONAL VCR REP,\JR.
Raymond A Fowler. (202)232,9172 - H
S1erco hook•ttp. small 3ppliancc repair.
or (202) 896-5343 pager.
Call John .11 (202) 23+0840 or 882-5845
Room, for Rent from S350-S250. Clo,e
IIBLP WANTED
10 «:hoof, nice neighborhood. (3-0 I )8719136
Delig.hts of the Gardon: Vcgel3rian
Cuisine cooked only by lhe Sun ,s coming
I L.vi:c furnished room for renL Uuhties
10 Gcorge1own. Personable. Cl<pericnced,
,ncluded. one blnck from c:unpu,
health cort-.ciou.\ ";titers and wru~~
5335.00/mo. Call 301-989·8949
needed 10 help make ,1 happen! (202)
Spaciou, room ., OJlable " llh hanl"ood
342-6-!07-3285 M Stroct N.W
noor.. l>.ty window. !ugh <"<ihng,. free
ATTENTION! Wlule )'OU arc;~
cable, and cl= 10 eampu.,. S27(Vmo. It
the- nex1 four }~IA here 1n our Na1ion\
1111erci.ted. call Sha"n a, (202)986-542.1.
C11p1tal don"tJust le.Im ~boul how a bill
Walking DistwlCC: HU, House lorRenl·
becomes a la"· le.arn about hoY.· }'OU c.an
Duplex: 2 opt\, each ""h 3 rm·s. ~,tehen.
play a Ley role in helpmg 10 shape and
bath. Four furn1,J,ed bedrooms 5900 mt.
make the I ~ of our time. Come joln the
(301-552-9058)
G,. Ave. L.vi:e I bedroom & effic,encie,
available 1mmcdi,icl): ,cry rea.soruble.
Call bel\\ttn 9am & 1>0(V1, 202-88HJ769.
Room 10 Rent $300 + -Jure uuht,c<, I
block from cOJnpu,. Responsible female
pica.SC. (202)7823-6122
I BR APT: Brookland metro, unfur.
ni!\hed living. dmin~ kuchen bath.

Elemcnt!lr)( Oc:L 7th, 2-3. Oct. 8 1-2 pm
All arc "elcomc 10 participate.
ATfENTJON: All members of lhe
Howanl F:unily: Be ,ure 10 mal-e it 10th
Howard-FA MU game alld ,how )'Our
,upport lo, the lllSON. The game is this
Saturday al 1:00pm. Bc There.
Due 10 popular demand. the d<JJline for
•II intere<ted in becoming Alpha
Swee1hear1S will be cx1ended. If interest•
ed, plea.se conw.:1 Malnika at 328-3220.
Zeta Phi Beta is collection Giant &
Safeway receipt<. Look tor oollection
envelopes in a dom, near you.
Thach for America a1 Howard Uni,-e1Si1yCampu, MO\emen1-General Body
Meetmg,Oougl•s 125, 6:00pm! All
MajolS Welcomed! October 6, 1993
It's On Again. ·n,e Original lennessee
Ch uck &llillfs Happy Hour. Hor I
drink$. free beer & food. Toda) from 4-8,
SJ. Bcll/King/Stock1on sponsored. Done
the Old School Way.
ATTENTION: All membet> or the
Ladies of the Quad Social Oub: there will
be a reunion/mixer on Saturda)' Oc:toher
9th in the Harriet Tubman Quadrangle.
Keep yoor eyes and e.m open for more

c."

=

HAN SO LO .SELMO.JOE.WAYDAL

screened rear porch, quiet. $449/m0. NOi
indud<d electric & 8"-'· Avn,lobte immed,
u1el)( (202)269-6672 ofter 5 or (30 I )9463000
1300 Harvard St. NW. EffS350-$400. I•
Br 5400-$500, 2 BR $650-$700. 4027
I .Ith SI. NW. lill S-100, I Br. SSOll-$550.
J<H-571-1"98 afier 7pm
Four room, for rent : Walking dc,1ance
10 li.U. Furnished private bedrooms: Each
1wo "udenL< share kitchen /bath/ hvmg
area. S325.00 monthly (utilities included)
Cons"lci: 301-552-9058.
2 bedroom npt ,ecurity building. newly
renovated. walking di.,tMcc. convenient to
bus, ,ubw3y and shopping. $575/,no +
uulities. Open 12-4pm Sundays or by appl.
1913 2nd St. NE #2, (202)529-2320.
MODERN J, JIEOROOM, 2 B•\Ttl·
ROOM, 1900JRIIST. NW # l. W/0.
D/W. firepl.lCC. C/A,C, ,1oragc. clean.
secure. Boor Int., great light, ,hunle stop at
front door. S950/mo +utilities.Call Mr.
Lnndis. 202..726-3777. Ava.lable now.
PERSON,\LS
AUDITTON AUDITTON. A HANSOLO
FILMWORK. MR LOVERMEN. FJU.
DAY 9AM·3PM. OCT. I. 81...ACKBURN
AUDITORIUM. Female> & Males.
Audnion for Main & Mnjor Ch3racter.
fatr:i.s. Special Th.lents. Skills. Dancers,
Singer,, Rappe", Groups. etc In~.
(202)n3-0805. Come a., )Oil are. An
opportunity )OU hJ,e b«n wruung for.
Com..•,llans al<,o "anted. Al-.o for prwate
ate ,ud,tion . . Call (by appointment only).
1hc Undergraduate Studenl Asscmbl)(
UGSA. "®Id hke 10 thank e>'Cl')'OllC who
,.,,pported the
of the Fall Fe,,1 and
J. Spencer.
Cov, bo) Fans: )'Cs, once again it may be
on, but the true IC" .,ill be 1n Philly on
OclOber 31. M,y the be,1 team (and )'OU
I.now -.,ho that i,!) "in! Eagle, Fan
HI TYWANDA! I m,ss )OU!!! We
ha,-en't been <pending the qual11y 11me
together that room,e, .-L How ·t,ou, "'"
go 10 Chuck & Billy's thi, weekend and
get"°""' free rood and fine men? Aie>tu.
Hap()) Belated Birthda) Big Earl: We

,uccc,,.

wcn:ju~, ·•Orin·n" from •-Grandma ~·,
boo~ and"" .. anltd 10 "ShO\\
How
II Fneb fl, lie L<ned" "Day By Oa.1 ".

'°"

Hope )OO cnJO)ed )Ollrda} ,n splle of
being bored.
LO\·c The Bebe
Family: Rcnicc. Vi.ki. Leslie, Priscilla.
and Kiu)' PS "I Like the Wa) You
Make Me Fed" beca1"'C )OUr ';\n
Example" ofa "l..o,-ely One". LO\e
Vicli al.a NilJ.i
Kevin. Good luck on )'OUr LSAT 1omor""' I kllO\\ you",e pu1 that fiN lhc la,1
few v.cel..s but 1gut'-\ )'OU v.-c-re JU.,t
~...,r~ th, Bf.Sr/Qr La<t. • Your Angel.
\ \\. Ewn lhOllgh )'OU ordered ""' tc.> put
h1, lhUtap Ctlfff. I did JI arl)'V.J; HapP)
2151 G!Rt.! I hope )'OU enjoy )OOrsclf
1oni¢11
- A>"••
Tu 15-B-93 Jnd 17-8-9) HAPPY 2011-1
BIRTIIDAY From 1-8-93
H>PJ» Belated Brrthda} Erila N. Wood,.
We 10\C )OU! Your girls. Mal>ika 8. and
T,lfany Y.
llelllled Birthda) Shoul 10 Judy While
From 031.-1ov,n L.o,-e Malaik> B. and
lrirnd.,.
0..toher2, Hnpp)B1rt~g• AnJ
renx,mber I ,1111 lo,c )'OU L<we "'"'') ,
Chen,~
Booble, I'm '°rryl dvublNI )00 nnd I
do lo,-e )OU. Cookie
R3.<hida and 03'<"• Happy B1nhd.ly! ! I
hope )OU gu)" gc1 "'ha1c:,er )OU wish for.
Too b3d )'OU're not 21 hke me Al least I
can dnnl. lefall>
•. \'alarJC
Arleeta. I hope )'OU rcalu,: JU't "'hat )'OU
mean 10 me. There'< noch,ng hl,.e the joy
)OU bnng into m) hfc. I'm gLJd 10 ha,e th<
honor 10 10\-e <0mcone "' I.ind and true o.,
)OO I ju-.t "ant )'OU 10 know that )'OU're
-.pcc;ial 10 me and I '"w1II"' 31"•>~ 10\,: )OU.
Loving )OU ha., made n,c ,cc that with
G,.,d and )'OUr 10\-e, I can do .,.,ylh,ng.
EYE. t.UV U J'aune ''OU' De11
Eagle fan, We holh had ofT wed,end,
both the ,acation "ill be O\<:r on Sunda).
S1tldy f0< Jall(l(1'< ne" test. fool' CO\\boy
Fan
Chuck!...,, Couldn"t lcl
go by
w11hou1 JU>I one. Aly
Bu11crbob)< Thi, pt:"""31 i, for the cool
in )'OU & the hole 1h1ni, )'OU do. Bet )'OU
didn"t e,pe<;1 wh.11 )OO found 31 the BBQ.
GOD

a""''

Nicole. gl,ld )'OU could JOIO lhe IJJyhuJ.
1bok )'OU long enough! By 1he "'•Y· "e·w
fOI cu"ody or your PllPl'Y (,m,le) GOD
N. Alexonder, Lei's m.11.e II lil,t romcr
The 11.N.1.C of Drew Hall PS. Yt,u'n:
faery Woman!,___
HEY CURL) 1-\ SIU~'i: ·n,.u,I.., ~r a
wondenul 1,1 month. Ever''"'" l!- '6-'ll
l',-e been on dood 9. I hope thal '" ,an
,pend 2,3,4 .•. 1ogether. M"sed )OO th"
wed.end. Victori.1 Secret
LAYLA DOMAN. HaPP) 22nd
Birthday! We hope you get )OW'>! Luv &
Peace. DeAngela, Has-...n & Yan,
PUMPKIN: It ,cenl\ hke 1,.,1 "eekmd
"" recaptured the nugic lhilt "" 1houf.h1
"c had '"'' during our long JOUCIIC) on
tl1i<, "~l31iooraff'. Lei·~ not Jt\sC ll apm
l.o,~ 1l1lons (I hate thi< n1dn:unc)
LOST: a bl.1e~ "~lk:1 """"'"hereon
e.1mpu;,. If found call 202-~88-031>4
Tiie NAACI' Howurd 0\3pter 3po]~1Uj
10 all those "ho came out 10 the Hillie'!'
t.ounge and mis.-..:d the general body
meeting. We relocated 10 Dougla.ss 116117. Sorry for 311) mconvienre.
Ash)·-Anky-Anl..les! I'm looking lorw;n
to dinner tonight! Hmm . Lu,, Kay P.S. I
don't "-3111 FOOSH!
Happy 21" B-<lay Val!! Good Job on the
lempo Page. It ·s looking good. K•~
Tu I.A/Conn. Cm-. T"'o "«l.s and
coun11ng before 11\ umc 101<1 loo-·
Dang, I "''"' "e cwld find a ""l'P:-r
SELMO & HAl'>SOLO: The OITkilll
Aner Game Party 'The 81& Fall 8.1..h.
Sarurday. Oct. I. 9pm-3:30om. Fir,I 100
Ladies frtt. S3 off beiott 11 "1th llu .J.
or fl)"" 1buchdo,,n Club. 20th & I.

MV.
Sand:.. Vall beru:r hook tlu"•7+ up or
""·re gonn3 ha,,. some pope-om up in ~
bi•1••!
·-AKHENATEN II
Y. Koop. Ooc\"1 )'OU no no gOOO<f1!
Toke heed my friend. rour fiocl "'u .._
1urn 10 dust once )OU find th< perkct fit.
-Y Cart
J .A
lucl on )'OUr LSAT and ne<t "ttl... ""')
"" can fand that ublc. Th in Jad<et
SCOOl\t:Y! SCOO'IE) ' to"')
brotheN of the ROYAL 111.L'E & WH
I be Riddler
\\000 IS GOOD!
SKUNK T ROOP
T-1, The nc:ct tune you've g o t ~
10
)'OU'd better <pC3k up. Oh )"ah.
Happy hi Trac) Da} (9{.l(W3) - T-2.
\illark \\;, Happy Birthd.a:,; S,,1.11 Sony
thing, ain't ··n=m··· the \\3) )OU'd hi,,
them 10. Better lucl ""'' )""'· ,\nJ hey; d
ai.n·r ne\'Cr too l.itc-no ~ucr \\-hen the
date' l.u,.P.B ('c:,use I rem:mber1u,;ed 10 tie.)

"'>·

lff'\\:\ KEITH S\IITII.

I

,,._.'s ngh!

put ii in lxold bec.t°"" I_,, t"'Cf)'t>ody
IJ><w. 1- much I )0\,: )OU 00 CUI "FiNI
Tune- \\<·Mc1·· WVtl\"""1)'. 11·, b«n a
"',nJerful year. to--e. 'llwll, b the
movie,,, dmncn. de>sert>. L,Wldt) _)(11,s.
ca...h, rides (belore I got ID) O\\n), onJ mall
or all, ,upPOrt dlld I">: I luvya. "'""3 B
DEON BABY HAl'>G TUFf I l O\'I'
YOU & MISS YOO \IORO/JiE.-;O'I
9{27/93
lbcBroit.:... oflh<l'I: RSlll '\C:
R1 •·LES t RAH RM r, "' <1lrl Iii 10
1h.1nl C01t)J Ci1lrnore, Ktlh p...,,,,1, '\
C'rcd.:. Sara \\ell-. ,\Jria B.unc~. En•I
\\dlton. W;anda \\/ilh.um. Sham-1, Gm
Kcny> Rol>cN>n, SIW>e1l.1 r,;,
Th.11b.1h 1G1-G11 J,llll<",, .Uld M•n• lloll
r« """' ,ng ,111 ,n1erc,1 m PR
The 1993-199-1 t"Asmo, poun
"'ill be hJ-..lng ..i1 mtttcl.l mcctm 1n th
'ff)' lle.U futu~ . 1t·~ Ii~ to ~L. out "
on the \:u.J and
them b 1hr
fn...hioo fau, pa., that are running ramf'l'I.
C°"""'t the Fa.,tuon Sh<nfl 1! mtere.lN

'"°"·

""'°''

,~,or.

··'·l'·
66 Ang,·h

so fo--.>-good, 'lbcM 'cm5
female'\ can ll''C 2~ie1htt "'·/o fau.r •

PaRe editors, reporttrs. artl\lS, photogs, produdion, od,-.r1l<ing, offin, am
buslnessstofTs (minusS1e--el keep
\\ ORKIN' ff!
EI C.

ROEARCH
lfllMA
Larvesl Ubnry ol lntannatlon In U.S
19.111 TMCS ·ALL SIIIJECrs
llldly ""'" V,., MC c, Ct

0-00, c.tM,g

i!!!N~i> aoo.3s1-022i

Or. rush$2.00to R1111rth lnlo,IIIIUII

11:llH '10 A,e /206-A.

SUNDAY, OCT. 3RD

Miee Tempo:

RoN DEBERRY/RosLYN SATCHEL

have a great

If=>~

llf[~ff ltl~l1 ~fl[~ ~~~~ r~~l~
TOUCHDOVVN CLUB
2000 L. ST. , 20TH & L. NW (202)232-1542

FIRST 5 0 LADIES FREE

..
HIP-HOP, REGGAE, MIAMI BASS, OLD SCHOOL, FUNK
$3. 00 OFF WI THIS A D, OR FLYER

Los......, CU!:

E:::

~

E:::
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SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS

2 1et B-Day VAL

STUDENT COUNCI L

PARTY!

RITZ!?9~~~
NIGHT

1 0 PM-2 AM / $5.00 8411 PM

BLUE JEANS ALLOWED/ NO SNEAKERS!

LADIES FREE

w/ Ron DeBerry Admit 3 Pass!

'"COLLEGE NIGHT" WILL NEVER BETH ESAME!

we know ya11 had birth·

days too, so stop whining
and Happy belated.

H

